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Abstract
Geophysical surveying conducted within the palaestra of the second century CE
bath-gymnasium complex at the Roman site of Nysa in southwestern Turkey revealed two
unexpected subterranean features. Partially excavated during the 2009 and 2010 dig
seasons, these linear structures appear to have been used to carry flowing water. In an
effort to identify parallels for these channels and to understand their function and use
within the palaestra, a survey of water features, both within palaestrae and in other
contexts across the Mediterranean, was conducted. Although no direct parallels were
found, the so-called euripi (decorative water channels) found in Roman public and private
gardens, public courtyards and those from Roman circuses provide the best functional
parallel for the water channels at Nysa. This thesis will not only present these findings,
but also offer some conclusions about what these channels were used for and why they
were included in a second century CE palaestra.
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Introduction: THE BATH-GYMNASIUM COMPLEX AT NYSA
In his work Geographica, the Greek geographer Strabo (63/64 BCE - circa 24
CE) describes the topography of Nysa, a Roman city in Asia Minor where he spent his
youth. The city is, says Strabo,
a double city, so to speak, for it is divided by a torrential stream that forms
a gorge, which at one place has a bridge over it, joining the two cities, and
at another is adorned with an amphitheatre, with a hidden underground
passage for the torrential waters. Near the theatre are two heights, below
one of which is the gymnasium of the youths [where he received his own
education]; and below the other is the market-place and the gymnasium for
older persons [the gerontikon\
(14.1.43, trans. Jones 1960)
The ancient site of Nysa is located in the Maeander River Valley, 3 km from the modem
town of Sultanhisar, which lies in the district of Aydin Province of Turkey, approximately
90 km west of Ephesus. Nysa was first populated in the third century BCE and continued
to prosper in Roman times until the sixth century CE, after which time it was gradually
abandoned. Although briefly reoccupied in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the city has
remained unoccupied to the present day, and is now covered by olive trees (Beckmann
2008: 265). A variety of ruins are visible at the site, primarily from the Roman period.
Following the modem road into the site, one first encounters, to the east, the mins of the
ancient bath complex, north of which is a large open area that once served as the palaestra
for the bath-gymnasium complex. The road continues to curve to the east for a short
distance before it once again turns north and runs parallel to the gorge that once housed
the city’s stadium, of which a portion of seating remains in the curved north end. Just
north of this structure is an impressive Roman bridge that crossed a stream that ran
through the gorge and under the stadium. Continuing north along the road, one comes to
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the well-preserved theatre, whose cavea was built into the hillside north of the gorge. To
the west of the theatre, up the hill, are the remains of the city’s library; three walls remain
at a height of two stories. At the theatre, the modem road turns east and then south,
curving around the north end of the stadium, over top of the Roman bridge. The road then
leads to the well-preserved (and restored) mins of the gerontikon, or council chamber.1
Mosaics have been found to the south and southwest of the building. Directly west is the
agora where excavation has revealed a number of workshops and an impressive array of
columns still standing.
The site was first excavated by the German archaeologist W. von Diest in 1907
and 1909, who completed a survey of the site and surrounding hillside. Greek
archaeologists arrived afterwards and worked until 1920. In 1990 a Turkish team from
Ankara University under the direction of Dr. Vedat idil renewed excavations at the site,
which continue today. Their excavation and reconstruction work has mainly focused on
the monumental structures of Nysa, including the theatre, agora and gerontikon. Between
2002 and 2005 a German team from the Albert-Ludwigs Universität Freiburg conducted
excavations at the library under Professor Volker-Michael Strocka and Professor Gerhard
Hiesel.1
2
Within the gymnasium at Nysa, not much work had been done before the summer
of 2008, when a team from the University of Western Ontario began excavating the mins.
In the early 1990s a small trench was dug along the west portico, while the Turkish team
1 To the southwest o f this structure, close to the edge o f the gorge, are the remains o f what is thought to be
another Roman bath complex.
2 For more information about Nysa and the excavations at the site see: von Diest 1913; idil 1999; Kadioglu
2006; and Strocka and Hiesel 2006.
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excavated a large area along the south end and into the south-east comer of the
gymnasium in search of the Kaisersaal, a highly decorated marble hall, associated with
the Imperial cult (Yegiil 1982: 7). At least half a dozen examples of this hall have been
found in gymnasia across Asia Minor, most notably at the gymnasium at Sardis and the
Vedius gymnasium at Ephesus. At both of these gymnasia the Kaisersaal was found
between the gymnasium palaestra and the bath complex; it functioned as a sort of
monumental hall that allowed for access between the palaestra and the bath complex
(Yegiil 1982: 8). Therefore, since the gymnasium at Nysa shares an architectural plan and
date similar to these two gymnasia, it was thought that Nysa too might have had a
Kaisersaal. Excavation, however, did not reveal such a room.
The remains of the gymnasium at Nysa are located on a flat, open space
measuring about 70 m by 165 m and surrounded by a low mound. Next to the ravine that
once held the stadium, this area roughly corresponds to the location given by Strabo for
his gymnasium (see Figure 13). To the south are the remains of a thermal bath complex,
which along with the architectural style of the remains suggest that they belong to a
gymnasium typical of the Roman Imperial period in Asia Minor, and likely date to the
second century CE (Beckmann 2008: 268).4 The excavations from the 2008 dig season
successfully uncovered the remains of the western portico. This find, in conjunction with
the preserved remains of the south comer of the eastern wall of the east

3 All photos o f the Nysa excavations and the geophysical survey plans were provided by Dr. Martin
Beckmann and have been included with his permission. The year that is included in the citation is the year
that the photographs were taken.
4 The decoration o f the numerous architectural elements from the gymnasium’s portico, which are visible
on the surface, suggest a date o f the second century CE (Beckmann 2008: 268).
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Figure 1: Aerial View of Nysa Gymnasium, view to Northeast. (Beckmann
2009)
portico, allowed for the width of the gymnasium to be determined to be approximately 70
m (Beckmann 2008: 267).
During the 2009 field season at Nysa, ground penetrating radar5 uncovered three
unexpected features in the palaestra. These included two parallel linear structures (Figure
3), the eastern one of which could be seen in its entirety and measured approximately 90
m long and 1.70 m wide. The third, lying between the two linear structures, and almost
centred within the palaestra was a three-walled rectangular structure, measuring 13.70 m
wide and at least 14 m long (Beckmann forthcoming). In order to determine the function
and dates for these stmctures four trenches were opened during the 2009 and 2010 dig
seasons. Excavation and analysis of the ceramic finds indicated that the third feature was

5 Conducted by the German geophysicists Stefan Giese and Christian Hübner from the German firm GGH Geophysik, Geologie, GIS Dienstleistungen (ggh-online.de), under the direction of Dr. Martin Beckmann,
McMaster University.
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a subterranean cistern which had been filled in to create a level surface for the second
century CE palaestra. The other two features were revealed to be water channels, and it is
these features within the palaestra that form the main focus of this thesis. These finds
were unexpected; gymnasia palaestrae were typically free of features. Therefore, in the
hope of better understanding these water channels, I conducted a survey of as many
palaestrae as possible from across the Mediterranean, looking for parallels.
Chapter one of the thesis discusses the excavation results for the 2009 and 2010
dig seasons at Nysa, and includes trench reports for Trenches G, H, and O, a description
of the geophysical surveying technique employed in the Nysa palaestra and a section
concerning the water supply for the bath-gymansium complex. The second chapter serves
as a general introduction to gymnasia and palaestrae. Although the terms gymnasium and
palaestra are often used interchangeably, they actually refer to two separate entities, and it
is important to define them and to explore how their form and use changed over time and
geography. This discussion of gymnasia and palaestrae will provide a background for
approaching the palaestra of the bath-gymnasium at Nysa. The third chapter discusses the
result of the survey and examines in depth the water features associated with these
buildings. Euripi are the focus of the fourth chapter, a structure that is not normally
associated with gymnasia or palaestrae but which possesses the strongest similarities to
the channels at Nysa. In the fifth chapter I offer my conclusions about the use, function
and appearance of the channels at Nysa based on the research of related buildings and
features.
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Chapter 1: GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY, TRENCH REPORTS AND
WATER SUPPLY
Geophysical Survey
At approximately 165 m by 70 m, the gymnasium at Nysa was too large to
excavate in its entirety. Therefore, ground penetrating radar was employed at the
beginning of the 2009 dig season to allow the excavators to be more selective in their
excavations. Ground penetrating radar is a non-destructive method of geophysical
surveying whereby electromagnetic waves are sent into the ground, reflecting at different
frequencies off any subterranean features (manmade or natural). These reflected waves
are received by an antenna, which records the variations and produces an underground
image of the soil and subterranean features. In the image produced depicting the 2009
geophysical surveying results, soil is shown in black and any other material (e.g., stone) is
shown in white (Figure 2).11

Figure 2: Geophysical surveying results (Beckmann 2009)

1 Both geophysical survey plans (Figures 2 and 3) are oriented north-south, with the north to the top and
south to the bottom.
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Aside from identifying the location of the east and west porticoes of the
gymnasium, the ground penetrating radar revealed three unexpected structures in the
palaestra area. Of particular interest were the two linear lines running north-south and
parallel to the gymnasium porticoes (Figure 3).2

Figure 3: Simplified plan of geophysical survey results (Beckmann 2010)

2 Marked on this plan are all the trenches excavated during the 2009 and 2010 dig seasons. Trenches G, H
and O are associated with the linear features. Trench I, located at the southeast comer o f the palaestra,
uncovered a colonnaded room attached to the palaestra by a doorway, and may have acted as an entrance
hall into to the gymnasium. Trench K, also east o f the palaestra, revealed no significant finds. Finally,
Trench N to the north o f the linear structures was dug in an attempt to understand the large stone and mortar
mound that is located here. These excavations revealed it to be some sort o f large altar or base for a single
column, the broken fragments o f which were found scattered around the mound. The exact use o f the
structure is unclear.
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Like the gymnasium itself, these linear features were too extensive to fully excavate and
so excavation was initially focused (in 2009) on the north end of the western channel with
Trench G. However, these preliminary excavations left some unanswered questions about
the function and use of the linear structures. So in 2010, the focus shifted to the east
channel, where Trench H exposed the south end of the eastern channel and Trench O
revealed the north end of the same channel. The results of the excavation of these
trenches will be discussed below. For catalogue lists of finds from all three trenches,
please see Appendix A.

Trench Reports
a) Trench G (Figure 3)
Trench G, 4.5 m in width and 8 m in length, uncovered two parallel walls, built
using semi-hewn field stones and mortar in boulder and chink construction, on top of a
similarly constructed stone foundation.3 The walls were on average 0.56 m wide and were
preserved to a maximum height of 0.54 m. The exterior surfaces of the walls were coated
in a thick layer of mortar. On the west wall, the best preserved sections of this mortar had
a flat surface, and in one instance, where the flat mortar surface met the foundation, was a
narrow rectangular impression. This may suggest that a flat object (perhaps marble
veneer) was once attached to the exterior wall surface (Beckmann forthcoming).

3 Excavation only revealed the foundation on the west side o f the channel, projecting approximately 0.12 m
from the west wall; there was no evidence o f the foundation to the east. That is not to say that it is not there,
only that excavations did not go deep enough on the east side to reveal the foundation.
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The interior surfaces of the walls were connected by a plaster surface (0.70 m in
width) running between them to create a rounded water-tight channel, which sloped
slightly to the south.4 Built on top of the original plaster surface was a second surface
constructed out of pieces of tile, small stones and mortar, evidently added to raise the
level of the channel by approximately 0.07 m (Figure 4). Unfortunately, no date for this
addition could be determined through excavation or ceramic analysis.

Figure 4: Walls and plaster surface of west channel, view to North (showing later stone
and mortar addition; Beckmann 2009)

4 The south end was 0.04 m lower than the north (Beckmann forthcoming).
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The six terracotta pipes found to the north of the channel were especially
significant since they suggested the presence of water in the channels. Four of these pipes
converged on what was left of the channel’s north end, which was partially destroyed by
the insertion of an unfinished column drum into a pit dug between the two walls at a later
date. Of these four pipes, two had elbow joints5 as well as smaller pipes inside each of
them to increase water pressure (see Figures 5 and 6). These joints presumably directed
water flow upwards, suggesting that the pipes once fed water into the channel, possibly
through a fountain. The presence of the pipes, the water tight construction of the plaster
channel as well as its southward slope suggest that the channel was likely meant to carry
flowing water from north to south. Moreover, three of the pipes were damaged in
antiquity by the later laying of additional pipes, which suggests multiple periods of use
and restoration. Unfortunately, ceramic finds did not reveal any concrete dates for the
construction of the channel or pipes. However, the elevation of the channel is equivalent
to that of the gymnasium portico; this similarity, and the channels’ exact alignment
parallel to the west and east porticoes indicate that they belong to the main use phase of
the Roman gymnasium.
The excavation of the soil directly west of the channel revealed portions of two
semi-circular pits (both beginning at a depth of approximately 0.40 m below the surface),
each of which showed evidence of burning. The soil in each was a dark grey-brown
colour, of an ashy consistency and much more loosely packed than the surrounding soil.
Fragments of slag were found in both pits and ranged in size from 0.05 m by 0.05 m to

5 One, coming in from the east, was actually mortared onto the north end o f the eastern wall o f the channel,
while the other come in from the north, but was not physically attached to the channel.
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Figure 5: North end of west channel with pipes, view to east (Beckmann 2009)

Figure 6: Pipes converging on the north end of the west channel, view to south
(Beckmann 2009)
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0.20 m by 0.30 m; however, slag was much more frequent in the southern pit than the
northern one, which contained more glass, tile and marble veneer. These finds as well as
the large rock lying between them seem to suggest that these pits were distinct features,
but may have been contemporary sites of production, possibly for the gymnasium itself
(Beckmann forthcoming). Pottery was also found in the pits; however, it was rare and a
lack of diagnostic finds made dating impossible.
To the east of the channel, approximately 0.20 m below the surface, was a
pinkish-brown soil layer containing large quantities of what appeared to be destruction
debris, which included fragments of white and pink mortar, tile, veneer, and window
glass. Particularly interesting was a large chunk of pink mortar, measuring 0.30 m by 0.30
m and nearly 0.10 m thick. Although flat on one side, the other side held impressions of
cobblestones arranged in a herring-bone pattern. The frequency and variation of the
debris suggests that this soil layer held the remains of at least two structures: mortar that
likely came from a cistern and glass from another structure (Beckmann forthcoming). As
was the case with the east side, the soil did not yield much pottery and once again a lack
of diagnostic finds made the dating of the soil layer through ceramic finds impossible.
However, the mortar coating on the exterior surface of the east wall ended at the top of
this soil layer, which suggests that this layer was the original surface of the palaestra to
the east of the channel (Beckmann forthcoming). This conclusion is further supported by
the finds, or rather the lack thereof, in the soil layer directly below the debris. Devoid of
any manmade objects, this layer appears to be sterile soil, a pre-occupation layer, likely
located below the original palaestra level. What is most interesting about the debris layer
is that it begins a full 0.15 m higher than the foundation to the west of the channel, a
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difference that perhaps suggests that the original palaestra level was higher to the east
than to the west of the channel.

b) Trench H (Figure 3)
One of the major questions left unanswered at the end of the 2009 dig season was
what happened to the water once it reached the south end of the channel. Consequently, in
2010 Trench H (3 m by 4 m) was opened over the south end of the eastern channel.
Approximately 0.22 m below ground level, excavations revealed a stone and mortar
surface, built using semi-hewn and field stones in boulder and chink construction.
Measuring 2.03 m in width, it appeared to be the foundation of the channel. A narrow
irregular gap in the surface of the foundation, approximately 0.50 m from the east edge,
may mark the original interior edge of the eastern wall and was likely created when the
wall stones were robbed out at some time in later antiquity. With the walls completely
robbed out, it is obvious that the foundation was constructed first as one unit and
subsequently the walls and plaster for the channel were built on top. A patch of preserved
plaster in the centre of the foundation is probably the remains of the plaster channel that
once ran between the two walls and connected their interior surfaces, as was seen in
Trench G (see Figure 7).
In total, six pipes (or fragments of pipes) were uncovered near the foundation.
Three of these, sharing the same orientation and material, are likely sections of the same
pipe which ran almost parallel with the east side of the foundation. It was broken twice,
once by the laying of another pipe (locus 8) to the south, and again to the north, although
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Figure 7: South Foundation of east channel with pipes, view to the north
(Beckmann 2010)

here it is unclear what caused this damage. Locus 8, the best preserved of the pipes
uncovered, is interesting in that it curves to the north (although originally ran east to
west), but does not appear to be associated with the channel. A badly preserved section of
pipe coming out of the south baulk, and oriented along a northwest - southeast axis, is the
only pipe that appears to converge on the south end of the channel (see Figure 8). The
pipe originally had two layers of piping, which was a method used to increase water
pressure and thus it is unlikely that this pipe was associated with the draining of water
from the channel. In this case, excavation did not reveal how the channel disposed of
water once it reached the south end. However, the investigation of similar water features
both within and outside gymnasia palaestrae discussed below, along with the excavation
of the south end of the western channel during the 2011 dig season, will hopefully shed
some light on this issue.
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Figure 8: Badly preserved pipe fragment coming out of south baulk (Beckmann 2010)

Pottery finds from this trench were rare; nothing was uncovered in association
with the pipes. As the well-preserved pipe (locus 8) cuts through another pipe that runs
parallel to the east side of the foundation, it is clear that the well-preserved pipe was laid
subsequently, yet exact dates for this or any other pipe could not be determined. Ceramic
finds from the soil layers around the foundation were equally rare with little fine ware and
no diagnostic pieces.

c) Trench O (Figure 3)
Two further questions that emerged after the 2009 dig season: first, how the water
was introduced into the channels and, second, what the north end of the channels would
have looked like. The presence of an olive tree made the complete excavation of the north
end of the water channel in Trench G impossible and so in 2010 it was decided to open
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Trench O (4 m by 5 m) over the north end of the eastern channel. What was uncovered,
despite sharing some similarities with the finds in Trench G, raised more questions about
how water was introduced into the channels. Excavation revealed that the east and west
walls of the channel were, like those of the western channel, built using boulder and chink
construction. The eastern wall was approximately 0.56 m in width, while the western wall
was larger, at approximately 0.62 m. Interestingly, the eastern wall of the western channel
was similarly larger (at approximately 0.61 m in width) than the west wall. Therefore, the
wall of each channel closest to the centre of the palaestra area was wider than the wall
closer to the portico. The two sides of the channel were joined at the north end with more
boulder and chink construction, creating one continuous feature, 1.88 m in width (see
Figure 9). Since they are not as well preserved as the walls in Trench G, it is clear that
many of the rocks from the walls in Trench O were robbed out.
Preserved on top of what was left of the walls was a curved pink ridge of mortar
that runs from the north along the interior edge of each wall. The same material was also
found on the east and north sides on the channel, suggesting they are all part of the
original structure. Within this ridge of mortar were three large pieces of tile each
approximately 0.50 m in width and varying in length from 0.66 m to 0.36 m (see Figure
9). The north tile seems to have been broken to fit the curve of the mortar ridge and
smaller sections of tile were added on either side of all three larger tiles to fill the space
between them and the pink mortar. This construction suggests that the tiles were a later
addition.
To the south of the tiles is a stone and mortar layer, similar to the one found on
top of the original plaster layer of the channel in Trench G (see Figure 9). Although it
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Figure 9: North end of east channel, view to south (Beckmann 2010)

begins level with the tiles, this layer slopes downward to the south, and appears to have
been added to the channel at the same time as the tiles, likely done to raise the level of the
channel as seen in Trench G. Therefore, based on its presence in the western channel, one
can assume that beneath the tiles and stone and mortar layer is a plaster surface, which
may have been sealed to the interior surfaces of the wall by the pink mortar.
The foundation of the channel is particularly interesting as it was built more
thickly in the east than in the west (see Figure 10). This variation seems to suggest that
the level of the palaestra was higher on the west side of the channel than on the east.
Excavations in Trench G in 2009 revealed a higher palaestra level on the east side of the
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western channel, which implies that the area between the two channels was raised.
Although the exact reason for such elevation is still unclear, it seems possible that the
channels were used to mark the centre of the palaestra (Beckmann forthcoming), possibly
to designate different areas of physical activity within the gymnasium.

Figure 10: Sloping foundation of east channel, view to south (Beckmann 2010)

In total, seven pipes were uncovered during excavations, five of which do not
appear to be associated with the water channels and none of which converged directly on
the north end of the channel as was found in Trench G. Two with elbow joints, however,
were preserved north of the channel, in a rubble layer, and appear to have been meant to
bring water to a single point (see Figure 11). The relation between these pipes and the
rubble is complicated. One pipe is so deeply embedded in the rubble layer that only the
very top of the vertical section of the elbow joint is visible, while the other is mortared in
place on top of the rubble layer (see Figure 12). The placement of pipes seems to indicate
that the rubble, containing tile, stone and large chunks of white and pink mortar, was
actually laid to raise the pipes to a desired elevation and then hold them in place.
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Certainly it seems unlikely that the pipe deeply embedded in the rubble could have been
added after the rubble layer had already accumulated.

Figure 11: North of east channel with column drum and pipes with elbow
joints (Beckmann 2010)

Figure 12: Close up of pipes with elbow joints north of east channel (Beckmann 2010)
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Slightly to the north of the channel in Trench O was a roughly carved column
drum, similar to the one found in Trench G, although this one is still upright. Almost
centred along the north face of the channel, the column appears to be roughly in situ.
What is particularly interesting is the chiselled area on the south side of the drum, facing
the north end of the water channel. Beginning near the bottom of the drum, a concave,
semi-circular groove was cut, curving slightly to the east and then up, creating a J-shaped
hollow, the shape of which may suggest that it once held a pipe (see Figure 13).

Figure 13: Column drum north of east channel with chiselled hollow, view to
north (Beckmann 2010)
If so, it is possible that this pipe, along with the two pipes to the north, may have
once fed water to a fountain on top of the column drum. This picture is quite different
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from what was found in Trench G, where the pipes led directly to the north end of the
channel, with at least one pipe actually built in. It is less clear in Trench G than in Trench
O how the column drum is related to the water channel.
Dating the finds in Trench O through ceramic analysis was, unfortunately, as
unsuccessful as in Trenches G and H. Once again pottery was rare, with only two
diagnostic pieces recovered. Both, found in the north two meters of locus 5 (a rubble
filled soil layer approximately 0.20 m below the ground surface) are local imitations of
imported fine wares. The first (NyG05.3) is a local imitation of Form 99(A), which is
dated by Hayes (1972) to 510-540 CE, while the second (NyG05.11) is a local imitation
of PRS Form 3, similarly dated by Hayes (1972) to the mid-sixth century CE.6 Not
directly associated with any of the pipes or to the channel, these sherds were probably
introduced into the soil layer either through natural accumulation along with the other
rubble found in the layer, or perhaps when a later pipe was laid. They cannot be used to
date the water channel, and, as previously stated, the alignment and similar elevation of
this channel (as well as the western channel) in relation to the east and west porticoes
suggest that the original use phase of the channel was contemporary to the second century
CE gymnasium.

Summary of Trench Reports
In 2009, geophysical surveying of the palaestra area of the bath-gymnasium
complex at Nysa revealed three unexpected features. Excavation and pottery analysis of
the three-sided structure, located roughly in the centre of the palaestra, indicate that this

6 See Appendix A for a full description.
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was a subterranean water cistern, filled in to create a level surface for the second century
gymnasium. The other two features, 90 m in length and running parallel to the
gymnasium portico, are thought to be water channels. Excavations at the north ends of
both channels (Trenches G and O) revealed that they featured two walls of boulder and
chink construction. Although only visible in the southward sloping western channel of
Trench G, a plaster surface likely joined the walls in both channels to make them
waterproof. On top of this plaster layer, and visible in both channels, was another layer of
stone and mortar, which may have been added to raise the level of the channels at some
later point in time. The channel in Trench O contained three large pieces of tile just north
of this second layer, while there is no similar evidence in Trench G.7 North of both
channels, terracotta pipes with elbow joints were found. In Trench G, four terracotta pipes
converge on the north end of the western channel. What made these pipes particularly
interesting was that three of the pipes featured interior pipes, a way of shrinking the
diameter of the pipe and thereby increasing water pressure. Furthermore, two of these
pipes had preserved elbow joints, finds that indicate that water was being thrust upwards
under pressure, probably into the channel through a fountain.
The two terracotta pipes uncovered in Trench O, north of the eastern channel,
were very similar to those found in Trench G in that they contained interior pipes and
elbow joints to increase water pressure and divert water flow upwards. Another similarity
between the two channels was the unfinished column drums north of both channels.
However, in Trench G, the column drum was found toppled and inserted into a pit dug

7 The absence o f these tiles on the north end o f the western channel is not completely certain since the north
end could not be fully excavated due to the presence o f an olive tree.
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between the two walls, and had partially destroyed the north end of the channel.
Excavations in Trench O revealed that the walls were joined at the north end with more
boulder and chink construction; thus the channel was one continuous feature. Presumably
the walls of the western channel were similarly joined before its destruction. In Trench O
the unfinished column drum was found upright and roughly in situ along the north end of
the channel. Chiselled into the south face of the column was a concave hollow, the shape
of which may suggest it once held a pipe. The two pipes previously mentioned were north
of the drum, possibly bringing water to a water feature located on top of the column
drum. This layout is very different from what was found in Trench G where all four pipes
converged directly on the north end of the channel. At the south end of the eastern
channel, excavation revealed only the foundation of the water channel, along with what
appears to be some of the original plaster channel. Unfortunately no pipes were found that
could be associated with the channel and that would explain what happened to the water
after it reached the south end of the channel.

Water Supply
As outlined in the trench reports above, how water was supplied to the gymnasium,
how it was introduced into the channels and what happened to the water once it reached
the south end are all questions that could not be answered through excavation alone. A
survey completed by a team of archaeologists from the Albert-Ludwigs Universität
o

Freiburg has revealed some interesting water-related remains. In the hills behind the8

8 1 would like to say a special thank you to Simon Hoffmann, an important member o f the team, who
provided me with the results o f the survey.
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theatre lies a massive water cistern, 3 m of which is visible above ground level, although
the original floor level has yet to be identified.9 Behind this large cistern is a smaller
settling basin, the place where sediment was allowed to sink, an action that left the water
less polluted than before it entered the main cistern. Two channels are thought to have
come to this settling basin from the hilltop, and the outlet for one of these supply channels
has been identified in the north wall of the settling basin. Other isolated channels that do
not appear to be connected to the main cistern have been discovered; for example, one
east of the hilltop, and another that crossed the valley at the bridge north of the Stadium,
both of which seem to suggest that the site had two aqueducts bringing in water. The
remains of one aqueduct were also found during the survey, on the east and west sides of
a small valley that runs through the site. If the cistern and aqueducts were functional
during the time of the bath-gymnasium complex’s use, then they presumably provided
water to the palaestra for the channels.
As Pompeii has the best-documented water supply and distribution system, it serves
as an important point of reference when attempting to determine the systems used in
water supply at Nysa. At Pompeii water from the aqueduct10 leads directly to the
castellum aquae, a water distribution house, which was built at the highest part of the city
near the Vesuvian Gate (Hopwell 2009: 16; Mays 2002: 71; Zanker 1998: 118). In this
‘house’ the incoming water was divided into three water mains (large lead pipes) that
carried the water to different neighbourhoods (Jansen 2007: 260; Koloski-Ostrow 2007:

9 Unfortunately, none o f the remains being discussed have been the focus o f excavation and so nothing has
yet been published about their specific dating or use.
10 This aqueduct was built between 44 and 62 CE and provided water for the cities o f Pompeii, Nola and the
naval base at Misenum in the Bay o f Naples (Hopwell 2009: 16). It drew water from the springs at Serino,
near Avellino (Mays 2002: 76).
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246; Zanker 1998: 118). Pressurized lead pipelines then took the water to water towers
scattered throughout the city (14 have so far been recovered). These towers could reach 6
m high, and were necessary to reduce the water pressure, which would have been
“unacceptably high” (Jansen 2007: 260) as a result of the steep slope the water would
have had to travel from the hill on which the castellum aquae was built to the lower
sections of town (Mays 2002: 73; Wilson 2001: 93; Zanker 1998: 118). From these
towers water was then distributed to both public and private facilities (including the
baths) by the use of lead pipes (Jansen 2001:28, 2007: 261; Mays 2002: 73).
Thus far survey has revealed no evidence of a castellum aquae or water towers at
Nysa.11 Instead it seems that Nysa followed a water distribution system similar to what
has been found in Roman North Africa, where instead of a castellum aquae, water from
the aqueduct was fed into a large storage cistern. These cisterns could reach a capacity of
several thousand cubic metres, and have been found in Spain, southern Italy, Crete and
Asia Minor (and perhaps also at Nysa). They are, however, most common in North
Africa, likely due to the dry climate (Wilson 2001: 84, 92). A particularly interesting
example comes from Sicca Veneria (El Kef, Tunisia), where a small settling basin
cleaned the water before it entered a large 11-chambered cistern (Wilson 2001: 85). This
set up is exactly what we see at Nysa. The water then left the basin through pipes near the
floor, although it was controlled by what Wilson describes as a stopcock to allow for
water to build up in the cistern (2001: 85). Indeed, it seems that many Roman water
distribution systems were not based on continuous flow, but water was instead regulated1

11 The cistern, like the ca stellu m a q u a e in Pompeii, was situated at a much higher elevation than the rest o f
the city it was supplying water to and so may have required distribution towers like those found at Pompeii
(or some other similarly functioning structure).
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(Wilson 2001: 83). Thus it seems likely that the channels in the palaestra at Nysa were
fed from this large cistern located up in the hills behind the theatre.
Once the water got to the palaestra, it needed to be fed into the channels. At the north
end of both channels, water pipes with elbow joints and decreasing diameters were found
suggesting that water was being forced upwards under pressure. Moreover, unfinished
column drums were found at the north ends of both channels: the one to the east roughly
in situ and the one to the west destructively inserted between the walls of the west
channel. Had the western drum remained upright it is probable that it would have featured
the same chiseled hollow seen on the eastern drum. The elbow joints, the decreasing pipe
diameters, and the presence of a column drum - which at one time may have had a pipe
feeding water to a feature on top of it, and that is located approximately 0.84 m from the
north end of the channel12 - combined with the pressure likely created by the slope of the
hill down which the water had to travel, all suggest that water was being fed to a water
feature (likely a fountain) on top of the column drum, under pressure. This evidence
suggests that the fountain was a spouting fountain,13 rather than a cascade or ‘babbling’
fountain, which features larger pipes or pipes with wider mouths to decrease the water
pressure and allow for the water to cascade down the steps of the fountain (Jansen 2001:
31).
Finally, there is also the question of how the channels at Nysa drained and where the
excess water was taken. Farrar observes that “many water features were placed so that the

12 Based on the evidence o f the east channel.
13 Jansen (2001:31) notes that in order to get the pressure needed for a spouting fountain, a smaller pipe was
typically attached to a larger pipe. At Nysa, the same effect was achieved by actually inserting the smaller
pipe into the larger one.
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overflow could run into a drainage channel and from there to a cistern or the excess water
was allowed to flow onto plant beds” (1998: 67). However, excavations taking place
during the 2010 dig season at the south end of the eastern channel only uncovered the
foundation of the channel with no evidence of drainage pipes leading to a cistern (or
anywhere else). As has been previously discussed, a cistern was identified through
geophysical surveying and excavated; however, ceramic and stratigraphic evidence
suggests that it was filled to create an even surface on which the channels were built, and
therefore the cistern could not have served the channels. Moreover, the geophysical
survey did not reveal any other structures within the confines of the palaestra, and to date,
there has been no evidence (or parallels) to suggest that a garden was included in the
palaestra. However, despite the lack of piping found, it still seems probable that water
from the channels was diverted to the bath-complex to the south of the gymnasium, or
simply drained into the valley.
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Chapter 2: FORM AND FUNCTION OF GYMNASIA AND
PALAESTRAE
The term palaestra comes from the Greek verb 7taX.aico, meaning to wrestle, and
originally referred to a wrestling school, not an actual structure per se. We know that by
at least Vitruvius’ time (80BCE-15CE) that the term palaestra came to be associated with
an actual building, for he uses the term when describing the ideal Greek gymnasium.1
However, it was likely used in this way much earlier; Euripides (Electro, line 528) seems
to be the earliest to use the term in this way, although fragments from the work of the
Athenian comic poet Cratinus {Fragmenta 165, line 2; Ploutoi, fragmenta 2, line 2) may
be even earlier. Both Yegiil (2010; 1992) and Winter (2002) have argued that it was
actually in the fourth century BCE that the palaestra became fixed as “a peristyle building
with rooms around a colonnaded courtyard” (Yegiil 1992: 9). These rooms typically
included club rooms, exedrae, rooms for anointing with oil, and the loutron, a cold water
washing room (Yegül 2010: 135). During the Hellenistic period, hot bathing facilities
began to be introduced to the Greek palaestra, and by the Imperial period, they had
become common features (Yegiil 2010: 23, 156).
The earliest gymnasia, such as the archaic and classical examples at Thebes,
Corinth and Elis, seem to have been quite simple, with rudimentary shelters and porticoes
in an open space outside of the city walls (Yegiil 1992: 9). However, by the fourth

1 For his fall description see Vitruvius’ D e architecture! 5.11. Vitruvius notes in a previous chapter that
palaestrae are not usual in Italy and so he will describe the organization o f only ‘traditional’ (i.e. Greek)
palaestrae (Vitruvius D e a rch itectu ra , 5.11.1). The gymnasium he describes is not based on any gymnasium
yet recovered. It is not known whether he is describing an actual gymnasium he saw, or just an ideal type.
However, his inclusion o f a semi-independent bathing facility that includes heated units that, as Yegiil
(2010: 43-44) has correctly pointed out, have not been found in any pre-Roman Greek gymnasia, may
indicate that this is his own creation. He also includes some facilities associated with bathing complexes in
his own day.
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century BCE the gymnasium, like the palaestra, became more fixed as being comprised of
two basic elements: the palaestra and an extension of sports grounds and running tracks
(Yegul 1992: 9). The gymnasium was “more of a precinct set aside for a general activity
than a distinct architectural unit” (Glass 1988: 164).
A palaestra then, could and often did exist outside of a gymnasium . In fact,
palaestrae were often privately owned and functioned as schools for younger children, or
as a school of wrestling. Its architectural restrictions made the palaestra suitable for sports
that did not require vast open spaces (Glass 1988: 165; Yegul 1992: 426, n. 28).2
3A
gymnasium however was always a public institution (Glass 1988: 162). Originally it was
conceived as an institution for military and athletic training of youths, “invented many
generations before philosophers began to babble in them” (Cicero De Oratore, 2.5.20-21)
and was located outside the city limits (Forbes 1945: 37). By the second half of the fourth
century Greek gymnasia increasingly began to be used for civic and intellectual purposes,
indicated by the addition of classrooms and/or lecture halls, and sometimes even libraries
(Crowther 2007: 75). It was also at this time that the structure began to be built within
city limits (Yegul 1992: 9). The Greek gymnasium then became “the seat of ephebic
education”, both physical and intellectual (Yegul 1992: 7).
Outside of their function as intellectual and gymnastic centres, Greek and
gymnasia (and the palaestrae within them) appeared to have a variety of what we might
call ‘special uses’. A large number of classical documents from the Hellenistic to Late
Roman period describe large public dinners and banquets held in palaestrae. A

2 The gymnasium however, could not exist without the palaestra.
3 These sports included wrestling, boxing, fencing, weight lifting, and a variety o f ball games (Yegul 1992:
37).
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gymnasiarch of Acraephia, Epaminondas (first century CE), is said to have held a
breakfast in the gymnasium palaestra for the entire populace (Forbes 1945: 39). As well,
in Apameia (in modem Syria) the gymnasiarch Kephisodoros (second century BCE) is
recorded as being very generous with his banquets in the palaestra (Yegül 1992: 8). The
gymnasiarch was typically a wealthy citizen (Xenophon De República Atheniensium
1.13), entrusted with the administration and upkeep of the gymnasium and responsible for
providing the oil with which the athletes would clean themselves after exercise (Gardiner
2002: 78, 113).4
Sometimes palaestrae were involved in religious observances and sacrifices; in the
fourth century, a festival was held in the palaestra at Samos when the gymnasium was
dedicated to Zeus Eleutheros (Yegül 1992: 7-8). Public lectures were also occasionally
held in palaestrae; the gymnasium at Delphi, a city often visited by pilgrims, travelers and
tourists, is said to have welcomed travelling lecturers including a Roman astronomer, a
Roman rhetor named Decimus Junius, and an epic poet from Scepsis (Forbes 1945: 35).
At other times, palaestrae were used as auditoria, in which a visiting emperor might
address the populace (Forbes 1945: 40). Plutarch records the use of the palaestra in the
gymnasium of Alexandria for this purpose on two occasions: once by Mark Antony to
announce the division of the Eastern provinces between Cleopatra and their two sons, and
once by Octavian to deliver a speech forgiving the populace for supporting Antony

4 This probably would have been an expensive undertaking; an inscription from Sparta referring to an
athletic competition (In scrip tio n es G ra e c a e v.i.20), instructs the gymnasiarch to provide daily four kya th oi
(about one third o f a pint or 160 mL) for every man, three for each youth, and two for each boy. Sometimes
a gymnasiarch would further show his generosity by providing oil for daily use in the gymnasium or by
leaving a lump sum o f money for this purpose (Gardiner 2002: 78, 113).
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(Plutarch Antony, 54.6, 80.2). The same gymnasium was again visited by Caracalla (SHA
Caracalla, 6.3), where he chastised the populace for their mockery (Forbes 1945: 40).
The population of Republican Rome was introduced to the Greek gymnasia and
palaestrae through their Greek neighbours in Campania, Sicily and Southern Italy (Yegül
2010: 43; 1992: 55). However, as noted by Vitruvius, “the building of palaestrae (by the
Romans) [was] not usual in Italy” (De architectura 5.11), and by the Imperial period,
palaestrae were rarely constructed as independent structures or as spaces for young males
to receive physical and intellectual training. Instead, they were included (if at all) as
secondary colonnaded courtyards in the bath complexes, a mere exercise yard where
middle-aged to elderly bathers of either sex could work up a sweat as a prelude to the hot
bathing (Yegiil 2010: 14-15, 120). There appear to have been two major reasons for this
de-emphasis of traditional Greek athletics and physical activity: the increasing popularity
of hot bathing and “the decline of the athletic ideal with a corresponding shift in emphasis
from a physical to an intellectual mode of education” (Yegül 1992: 23). This claim is
supported by the libraries, lecture halls and auditoria which were often also included in
the bath complexes (Crowther 2007: 99; Yegiil 1992: 183).
Linked to this decline of the athletic ideal was the Romans’ overall aversion to
Greek organized athletics:
[t]he Romans reacted to Greek gymnastics very much like the ‘barbarians’;
their sense of modesty was shocked by its nudity, and they regarded
homosexuality - which was centered around the gymnasium - as
something the Greek civilization should be ashamed o f . . . . Besides their
sound moral principles, their sense of deep seriousness of life was opposed
to Greek love of sport, for it seemed to them a purposeless and useless
kind of activity
(Marrou 1964: 334, from Yegiil 1992: 173)
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Indeed, Martial and Lucan both expressed this distaste in their writings. Martial tells a
youth that his time would be better spent tilling a vineyard rather than lifting weights
(Epigrams 14, 49), and in Lucan’s Bellum Civile (7.269-272), Caesar is made to tell his
troops, “you will meet an army [Pompey’s] enlisted from the training-schools of Greece
[gymnasia], enfeebled by the practice of the wrestling-ground, and scarce able to carry
the weight of their arms” (Duff 1951). This is not to say that sport never took place within
the palaestrae of the Roman baths; Greek and Latin inscriptions from the Thermae of
Trajan indicate that there was a club or professional ‘college’ of athletes, the Curia
Athletarum, whose members exercised there from the second century CE onwards
(Crowther 2007: 99; Yegiil 2010: 123). However, this usage does not seem to have been
the norm and attempts made (especially by Augustus and Nero) to integrate Greek sport
into Roman culture, and more specifically into the baths, were only partially successful
(Yegiil 2010: 123). Therefore, the palaestrae (and associated educational rooms) in the
great Roman thermae, although sometimes used for the same educational and exercise
purposes as the Greek gymnasium, never became “the seat of ephebic [physical and
intellectual] education” (Yegiil 1992: 7). Roman public education was never based around
an architectural structure like the Greek gymnasium (Yegiil 1992: 178).
Eventually the Roman palaestrae took on a more social role, beginning, as Forbes
writes, “to resemble the modem5 country club . . . thronged with gay and happy crowds”
(Forbes 1945: 39). This later use of the palaestra as a social gathering place appears to
have spread to Roman North Africa where Yegiil says, “palaestrae had little if any

5 It is important to note that Forbes was writing in 1945, and so his idea o f a “modem country club” might
be now somewhat dated.
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gymnastic or educational use - the gymnasium as an educational, sportive, and
intellectual institution did not exist in Roman North Africa” (2010: 134). Excavations of
baths in this area, including the Large South Baths in Timgad, the Antonine Thermae in
Tunisia, and the Large East Baths at Mactar, have revealed colonnaded courtyards
missing most, if not all, of the rooms typically associated with Greek gymnasia and
palaestrae (Yegiil 2010: 135). Consequently, these courtyards seem to have held a
subordinate and dependent position compared to the baths, acting as simple exercise
spaces, or perhaps even as entrance halls (Yegiil 2010: 135).
The bathing and gymnastic structures in Asia Minor are a special case. Unlike
most cities in Italy, many of those in Asia Minor had a distinct Greek occupational period
when the Hellenistic gymnasium and its uses would have been introduced and fully
adopted (Neilson 1990: 95).6 During the Roman period when the ‘culture of public
bathing’ (i.e., the bath complex) was introduced into Asia Minor, it was “incorporated
into th[is] existing culture of the gymnasium, which remained strong” (Newby 2005:
231). Consequently, the palaestrae of the bath-gymnasium complexes in Asia Minor were
more or less “a direct loan” from the Hellenistic gymnasium, onto which a bath complex
was grafted. Yegiil has termed these hybrid structures “bath-gymnasia”, and one should
see the relationship of the Greek palaestra and Roman hot bath complex in these
structures as additive, not synthetic (like in Italy), as the two could often function
independently (Yegiil 1992: 251, 312).

6 This is not entirely true; there were some Italian cities in Campania, southern Italy and Sicily which had
begun as Greek colonies and, as in Asia Minor, traditional Greek gymnasia were sometimes constructed at
these sites. The best examples come from the Bay o f Naples at Herculaneum and Pompeii (Yegiil 1992:
55). These examples will be discussed in more detail below.
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This additive relationship between the palaestrae and baths in Asia Minor is clear
from the layouts of the bath-gymnasium complexes. The Baths of Vergilis Capito, at
Miletus, the Vedius Gymnasium at Ephesus, the Imperial Bath-Gymnasium at Sardis, and
the Bath-Gymnasium at Nysa all have a strong axial symmetry (Yegul 1992: 159, 163)
and have their palaestrae joined with the bath complex but not subsumed within it as is
typical of the Thermae of Rome. This arrangement is typical in Asia Minor; although not
always as axially aligned as the examples discussed above (see the Baths of Faustina,
Miletus), the palaestrae retained a certain independence from the bath complex. They
were not subsumed by or made smaller to fit within the bath complex itself.
These palaestrae of Asia Minor appear to have remained strongly rooted in the
gymnastic culture of the Greek east. An “astonishing number” of inscriptions recording
gymnasia, gymnasiarchs, ephebic programs, competitions and games have been found in
sites across Asia Minor (Yegul 1992: 156), while at Ephesus, Miletus and Halicarnassus,
lists of young men who visited the gymnasia were also found. Moreover, some palaestrae
in Asia Minor contain rooms for anointing, meetings, lectures, equipment storage, etc.,
and some, like the bath-complex at Pergamum, even retained a loutron. All of this
evidence seems to indicate that, like Greek gymnasia, these palaestrae of the bathgymnasium complexes in Asia Minor provided an educational, athletic and cultural
institution for the population (Yegiil 1992: 250), and at least sometimes functioned
independently of the bath complex (Yegul 1992: 307).7

7 The palaestrae were usually attached to the frig id a riu m , creating a natural progression from the exercise
area into the n a ta tio (Yegtil 1992: 168).

It is this type of hybrid that we are dealing with in Nysa, and consequently the
palaestra presumably retained in some capacity the athletic and intellectual functions of
Greek Hellenistic gymnasium, and also probably participated in some of the ‘special’
uses discussed above.
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Chapter 3: RESULTS OF THE GYMNASIUA PALAESTRAE
SURVEY
The Catalogue
In an effort to identify parallels for the channels and to understand their exact
function and use within the Nysa bath-gymnasium complex, a survey of water features
within palaestrae from across the Mediterranean was conducted. This catalogue is largely
indebted to the work of Jean Delorme (1960) and Fikret Yegiil (2010, 1992); however,
the information they provided was supplemented by other reports, books and articles from
a variety of different authors. The results of this survey are presented in the catalogue in
Appendix B. Each entry includes the name of the gymnasium palaestra and its location,
date, size,1 and a description of any features found within the palaestra. In total, 57 sites
across the Mediterranean were surveyed, reaching as far as Roman Britain, and including
examples from Italy, Greece, and Asia Minor as well as from the Roman provinces of
North Africa, Spain, Gaul and Germany. The total number of palaestrae investigated was
91; a number of the 57 sites surveyed have multiple palaestrae. From those surveyed, 17
palaestrae were found to have water features within them. These features included: a
pedestaled cold water basin (labrum) in the ‘Samnite Palaestra’ at Pompeii; two wells
from the ‘Palaestra of the Lake’ on Delos; and 15 open air swimming pools (natationes)
from sites in Greece, Italy, Asia Minor and North Africa. The map below (Figure 14)
gives the location of the palaestrae surveyed. Those sites marked with red dots are those
in which one or more palaestrae were found to contain a water feature.*

i

Where the size o f the palaestra is listed as approximate, measurements were taken from scale drawings.
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As will be shown in the discussion below, none of these water features is a direct
parallel for the water channels at Nysa; the inclusion of these water channels in a
palaestra appears to have been unique. However, the examination of these other types of
•y

water features, specifically of labra and swimming pools, in conjunction with literary
evidence, does provide some useful clues about what the channels at Nysa were used for
and how they functioned.

.Britannia
lanía

Hispania

Achaea

Numidia
Aegyptos

Figure 14: Map of sites with palaestrae surveyed. The blue dots indicate the cities
surveyed in which the palaestra were free of water features, while the red dots
indicate the sites in which palaestrae contained water features. Palaestrae
surveyed span from the late fifth century BCE to the early fourth century CE.

2 The rarity o f water features in palaestrae has necessitated a broader focus and included are some water
features closely associated with, but not actually in, the palaestrae themselves.
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Water Features Associated with Gymnasia palaestrae
a) Loutra and Labra
Vitruvius writes in Book 5 of his De Architecture*, that Greek gymnasia included,
“beyond the dust room, at the comer of the colonnade, the cold wash room, which the
Greeks called the ‘XoDtpov’” (Vitruvius De Architecture, 5.11.2). These loutra (singular
loutron) are easy to identify archaeologically in gymnasia because of the marble or
limestone basins {labra, singular labrum) that are frequently found to line the back wall
(Richardson 1896: 161; Winter 2006: 122, 124,125; Yegiil 1992: 21; Yegiil 2010: 42). It
would appear that these washing amenities were originally open air facilities, equipped
with cold wash basins or simple shower arrangements (Nielsen 1990: 10; Yegiil 1992:
17). Indeed, the so-called ‘Samnite Palaestra’, a small pre-Roman palaestra found behind
the Temple of Isis in Pompeii, has a sole marble labrum placed against one of the north
columns of the north side of the palaestra’s peristyle, and it appears to have been the only
facility for washing (Yegiil 1992: 55).
Beginning in the second half of the sixth century BCE, scenes depicting athletes
washing in a palaestra setting became more popular in vase painting (YegUl 1992: 17;
2010: 43). A red-figure kylix (circa 430 BCE) from the British Museum shows three
athletes around an elevated labrum, while another is pouring water over the head of a fifth
athlete (Yegiil 1992: 18).3

3 It is possible that these athletes may not have actually been washing in the palaestra itself, but rather in a
proper lou tro n room in the peristyle. The scene does indicate that this form o f bathing was associated with
the Greek palaestra before the introduction o f the Roman bath.
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This scene parallels another on a red-figure vase that unfortunately has been preserved
only as a water colour copy. Here three athletes wash around a basin while a fourth fills
the basin with water from a bucket. Behind them hang an oil flask, strigils and what
appears to be some sort of pulley device, perhaps used to retrieve water from a well;4
each element is a marker of a palaestra setting (Yegiil 1992: 18).
At some point during the development of the Greek palaestra,5 the washing
facilities were designated their own space within the peristyle of the palaestra (cf.
Vitruvius’ description), often in the comer of the north wing (Nielsen 1990: 10). It must
be noted here that such covered bathing rooms (loutra) may have already existed as early
as the sixth century BCE. A black-figure vase dating to the sixth century from the
Rijksmuseum in Leiden shows two naked males showering under panther-headed spouts
in a two-walled structure with a middle row of columns supporting a pediment, a scene
which Yegiil claims shows athletes washing themselves in a loutron after exercise (1992:
18). Loutra have been found in a number of Greek palaestrae, as discussed below, but
seem to have been largely excluded from the palaestrae of Italy; the hot bathing facilities
of the Roman bath complexes seem to have rendered them unnecessary (Forbes 1945: 42;
Nielsen 1990: 35).

4 Before the introduction o f aqueducts, it seems that water was supplied to early Greek gymnasia from
either a close natural source (e.g., a stream) or a well (Yegiil 1992: 18).
5 As previously mentioned, Winter 2006: 12 and Yegiil 1992: 9 argue that it was not until the fourth century
BCE that gymnasia took on a relatively standard design as “a peristyle building with rooms around a
colonnaded courtyard” (Yegiil 1992:9). This is perhaps when the covered lo u tro n (as opposed to the openair option discussed by Yegiil 1992) came to be a common feature o f gymnasium architecture.
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The ‘Upper Gymnasium’ in the Euboian city of Eretria67contains seven preserved
water basins {labra) spread out over two rooms along the east wall of the palaestra
portico (Richardson 1896: 161; Winter 2006: 125). Each basin measures 1.39 m long,
0.95 m high and 0.78 m wide with an ‘elliptical contour’ at the top to hold water, which
measures 1.16 m by 0.65 m and 0.35 m deep at the centre (Richardson 1896: 161). The
water drained through a hole at the centre of each contour to the front of the basins. A Ushaped channel runs between each of the basins and allowed the flow of water from one
to the next (Richardson 1896: 161). However, the scarcity of water in this area and the
aforementioned holes in the basins to let out the water from the labrum suggest that
continual water flow was not usual, and that the basins were only filled when being used
by the athletes after exercise (Richardson 1896: 162-163). Water was probably supplied
to the basins by spouts mounted on the wall. It is unclear where the water went after
draining from the basins during the original use phase of the Eretria gymnasium;
however, after its reconstruction post-198 BCE, the overflow from the reused basins was
channelled into sunken tubs (perhaps footbaths) in the floor along the south wall of a
newly added southern room (Winter 2006: 126). A similar set up can be found in the
gymnasium at Amphipolis in Thrace, where a loutron within the gymnasium portico also
contains water basins fed by spouts mounted on a rear wall (Winter 2006: 124). Another,
rather interesting example, comes from the fourth century BCE gymnasium at Delphi
where the loutron was completely removed from the palaestra area during the Roman

6 There were in fact two gymnasia in Eretria by the late classical period. The one discussed here is the
earlier o f the two and was destroyed by the Romans during their sack o f Eretria in 198 BCE (Winter 2006:
125).
7 There is evidence o f spouts in the shape o f lion’s heads used in other gymnasium lo u tra (Delphi, Priene,
etc.) (Yegül 1992: 21), and so Winter (2006:125) has suggested that the basins at the palaestra at Eretria
may have been fed by similarly fashioned spouts.
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period and redesigned as an outdoor terrace to the northwest of the palaestra. Here ten
marble basins, arranged in a row along the retaining wall of the terrace, were fed by lionhead spouts (Winter 2006: 122; Yegiil 2010: 42, 1992: 21).
Loutra are also found in some gymnasia palaestrae in Asia Minor. As has been
previously discussed, the cities in Asia Minor seem to have fully embraced and adopted
the institution of Greek gymnastics, including its educational and physical associations.
The Hellenistic ‘Upper Gymnasium’ at Pergamum, dated to the late third to early second
century BCE, has a loutron in the middle of the west wing, complete with the original
row of marble basins (Yegul 1992: 21). This room remained in use even after the
“drastic” changes the building underwent in the Roman era with the addition of a hot bath
complex (Yegiil 1992: 21). The lower gymnasium at Priene is another late Hellenistic
gymnasium in Asia Minor that contains a loutron (Yegiil 1992: 12). In a western room,
stone basins were found to line the back wall, fed with cold water by spouts mounted on
the wall above them (Winter 2006: 124), as is seen in contemporary Greek gymnasia.
It is important to note that those palaestrae in Asia Minor that, like Pergamum,
contain a loutron were originally built in the Hellenistic period and later renovated to
include the Roman bathing complexes. Preliminary research indicates that those built
later during the Roman period, such as at Sardis, the ‘Vedius Gymnasium’ in Ephesus and
even at Nysa itself, do not appear to have included a loutron along with the hot baths. The
architects of these gymnasia, at least, appear to have considered the loutron unnecessary
and, as in the bath complexes in Italy, they were left out.
When these cold water basins are compared to the western linear structure
excavated at Nysa, it immediately becomes clear that they do not share the same mode of
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construction, dimensions, treatment of water, or location within the palaestra. The linear
structures at Nysa were built using boulder and chink construction and employed plaster
to create a water-tight seal, whereas the basins were carved from blocks of either marble
or stone, which was then often coated with stucco (Richardson 1896: 161). At
approximately 90 m long, the channels at Nysa are obviously much longer than any of the
basins. Water was probably fed into the linear structures at Nysa from a fountain at the
north end and then travelled south along the slightly sloping channel. Water flow appears
to have been continuous from the north to the south. The basins, although sometimes
connected to allow water flow between them (as at Eretria), appear to have primarily held
water for only short periods of time, which athletes would use to pour or splash over
themselves after exercise (Winter 2006: 132). Finally, despite the fact that at least one
labrum was located within the palaestra, it seems unlikely that it shared the same
prominent and public position as the channels in the Nysa palaestra. Indeed, the sole
labrum in the ‘Samnite Palaestra’ was relegated to one side of the palaestra against a
column of the peristyle. Their later placement in the palaestra portico alongside the
anointing rooms and latrines further distinguishes the labra from the channels, whose
central placement within the palaestra seems to indicate a function more closely
connected to the activities within the palaestra, and perhaps a more important decorative
function.8
Seemingly then, there is little to connect the linear features at Nysa with the basins
found in earlier gymnasia palaestrae and to help determine a possible usage for the
channels. However, there is one functional point of reference where the two water

8 The possible decorative function o f these channels will be discussed below.
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features may converge: both provided cold water9 to the athletes. It must be noted that it
is pure speculation that the channels at Nysa provided water for athletes; there is no
archaeological or literary evidence for this assumption. However, given their prominent
position within the palaestra, it seems possible that they were involved in its gymnastic
function. If therefore, they did (in part) serve the athletes, it seems unlikely that the
channels were used for full washing after exercise in the same way as the labra; the
position of the channels in the middle of the palaestra does not seem conducive to that
kind of washing. Not only would the athletes be right in the middle of activity, but the act
of pouring water over themselves would certainly create quite a muddy mess of the
palaestra’s dirt floor. It seems much more likely that the athletes used the channels to cool
themselves down during exercise with a quick splash, or even for drinking. As Winter
suggests, “water for drinking, perhaps even more than for washing . . . [was] so essential
that few complete gymnasia can have been without [it]” (2006: 121).
b) Pools/Natationes
Swimming pools (or natationes, singular natatio) are another, more common type
of water feature found in gymnasia palaestrae. These pools varied in size, shape and
function, with some allowing users to swim, while others appear to have been intended as
wading pools or plunge baths. The gymnasium palaestra at Delphi, already discussed with
respect to its loutron, also had a large swimming pool in the terrace next to the palaestra.
Circular and measuring 10 m in diameter, the pool was 1.80 m deep and it has been
suggested by Winter (2006: 122) that it functioned as a cold plunge bath rather than a
proper swimming pool. Another example from the Greek world comes from Olympia,

9 There is no evidence for any type o f heating apparatus at Nysa nor in any gymnasium loutron.
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which boasts the largest swimming pool of any known pre-Roman site, measuring 16 m
by 24 m and over 1.60 m deep (Winter 2006: 133). In Italy, the ‘Great Palaestra’ at
Pompeii is believed to have once had a centrally located swimming pool bordered by a
row of plane trees (Yegiil 1992: 57). During the renovations in the second century BCE to
the ‘Stabian Baths’, also in Pompeii, a rectangular open air swimming pool was added to
the west wing (Yegiil 1992: 61). The ‘Republican Baths’ at Velleia also contained a
swimming pool in its small palaestra (Yegiil 1992: 74).
Natationes within palaestrae also appear in the Roman provinces with examples
coming from the North, East, and West Baths at Cemenelum, Gaul, the ‘Barbara
Thermae’ at Trier, Germany, the South Baths at Conimbriga, Spain, and the Baths of
Filadelfis at Timgad, North Africa. In Asia Minor, the so-called ‘Baths of Virgilis Capito’
at Miletus, dated to the reign of Claudius (Yegiil 1992: 254), include two palaestrae. The
first is Hellenistic, while the second - the palaestra more closely associated with the
thermae complex to which it is joined - is Roman (Farrington 1987: 53). It is this second
later palaestra that contains a pool. Opposite the palaestra entrance is an exedra filled with
a semi-circular shaped open-air natatio (Farrington 1987: 53; Yegiil 2010: 159, 1992:
254). Like the pools at Delphi and in the ‘Stabian Baths’, this one also appears to be a
cold plunge or wading pool not used for competitive swimming or diving, which was
usually done in seas and rivers (Yegiil 2010: 16).10 However, there were apparently some
special gymnasia that served exclusively for swim training (Yegiil 2010: 16). The pool

10 It is interesting to note that those pools not centrally located within the palaestra itself (either to one side
or in a completely separate terrace) are usually thought to be wading pools or cold plunge baths, whereas
those within the palaestra itself were reserved for actual swimming exercises. The wading pools seem to
have been shallower that the swimming pools.
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found in the palaestra of the ‘Legionary Baths’ at Isca (late first century CE) indicates
that this is one of those specialized gymnasia. Long and exceptionally deep, the pool is
seen by Yegtil as a professional lap pool used for fitness purposes (Yegul 2010: 62),
rather than for leisure or bathing as the pools in the other palaestrae discussed above.
Perhaps the most interesting examples are the pools in the ‘Imperial Palaestra’ at
Herculaneum, which may be the closest parallels in shape and placement within the
palaestra to the channels at Nysa. The design of the Imperial palaestra at Herculaneum is
particularly unusual because of the prominent position of the two pools that dominate the
palaestra. The centre of the palaestra was filled with a very large cross-shaped pool (the
longer arm is 50 m in length, while the cross line measures 30 m. The exact use of this
pool is unclear. With no steps and a statue located where the arms of the pool intersect, its
use as a competitive swimming pool seems suspect. Whatever this water feature was used
for, although not an exact parallel for the channels at Nysa (there is no evidence to
suggest that the pools at Herculaneum featured flowing water), it presents an important
parallel and precedent for the dominant placement of a water feature in a palaestra. Along
the north portico was a deeper rectangular pool. Although also lacking steps, it is deeper
than the cross-shaped pool in the centre, a quality that led to Yegul’s argument (1992: 57;
2010: 16) that it was used for serious competitive swimming and diving exercises. The
design of the Imperial palaestra at Herculaneum was not often repeated; if Yegiil is right,
it appears to be one of those specialized palaestrae, like the Legionary baths, specifically
intended for competitive swimming. They occupied “a place somewhere between a
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Hellenistic quadriporticus and an early Imperial building”, as found in some early Roman
villas (Yegul 1992: 57).11
The channels at Nysa, with an average width and depth of 0.74 m and 0.62 m, are
too narrow and shallow to have acted as competitive swimming pools. Even the shallower
wading or bath pools found at Delphi, Olympia and Miletus (among other sites) were
much larger and deeper than the channels and do not offer much of a functional parallel.
Indeed, most pools associated with gymnasia palaestrae seem to have more of a
functional connection with the cool pools found in the frigidaria of the Roman bath
complexes than the channels at Nysa. However, the channels’ shared prominence in the
palaestra with the pools at 15 sites across the Mediterranean suggest that these natationes
may have set the precedent for large water features dominating gymnasia palaestrae.1

11 In Horace’s O d es 3, swimming and horsemanship are celebrated over all other sport and exercise.
However, he also extols the virtues o f wrestling, boxing, weapon-training and hunting. This love o f
swimming combined with the Greek roots in many o f the towns o f Campania/Southem Italy may have led
to specialized palaestrae like the one in Herculaneum, a “Roman interpretation o f the traditional Greek
palaestra” (Yegiil 1992: 57), which was meant to function independently o f the bath complex as a place for
swim practice.
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Chapter 4: PARALLELS OUTSIDE OF GYMNASIA PALAESTRAE Euripi
Unfortunately, as the discussion above demonstrates, there are no direct parallels
for the water channels at Nysa. Therefore, for the time being, palaestrae must be
abandoned in favour of water features in public and private spaces. Although a great
variety of water features associated with public and private architecture exist (fountains,
nymphaea, piscina, etc.), euripi' (singular euripus) appear to be the most analogous to the
channels at Nysa and offer the best possibility for understanding their varied functions
and placement within the palaestra.
The term euripus originally comes from the Greek Eupuroç, the name given to the
“narrow channel between Boeotia and Euboea at Chalcis, where the water flows
alternately in opposite directions” (Richardson 1992: 146). Many ancient authors, writing
in both Greek and Latin, refer to this channel by this name. However, it seems the term
euripus could also be used to refer to any narrow channel or strait. For example, Diodorus
Siculus in his Bibliotheca Historica writes, “[f]or the ancient city is a small island, and
the later city, which was founded near it, is opposite it on the island of Lesbos; and12

1 There are actually two types o f water features referred to by ancient sources as eu rip i, one found in public
and private gardens and the other found in Roman circuses. Each provides a compelling parallel for the
water channels at Nysa.
2 See: (Greek) Herodotus, H is to ria e 5 .1 1 A , 8.7.5; Euripides, Ip h ig en ia A u lid e n sis Lines 6,11; Thucydides,
H is to ria e 7.29.2, 7.30.1; Diodorus Siculus, B ib lio th ec a h isto ric a 11.13.2, 13.p.l, 13.47.3; Strabo,
G eo g ra p h ic a 1.1.17, 9.2.2, 9.2.8, 10.1.2, 10.1.; Plutarch, A e tia R o m a n a e t G ra e c a Stephanus page 296.E.9;
Pausanias, G ra e c ia e d e s c rip tio 1.23.3; (Latin) C. Valerius Flaccus, A r g o n a u tic a 1.454; Cicero, P ro M urena
35.5, D e N a tu ra D eo ru m 3.24.; Livy, A b U rb e C o n d ita 28.5.18,28.6.10, 31.22.7, 31.23.11, 31.24.3,
35.37.8, 35.38.8, 35.39.2, 35.46.4, 35. 49.11, 35.50.8,35.51.7, 35.51.8, 36.7.16, 36.9.6,45.27.8; Pliny the
Elder, N a tu ra lis H is to ria 2 .2 1 9 , 4.26, 4 .63,4.71,4.75; Silius Italicus, P u n ic a 14.144; Lucan, B ellu m C ivile
5.235; Seneca the Younger, H e rc u le s F u ren s line 378, H e rcu le s O eta eu s line 779, T ro a d es line 838;
Annius Floras, E p ito m e B ell. Omn. Ann. D C C 1.24.33; Aulus Gellius, N o d e s A ttic a e 19.14.6. Although this
list is not exhaustive, the examples provided are sufficient to give a sense o f how the term eu rip u s was used
by ancient writers.
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between the two cities is a narrow strait (eCpuroq) which also adds strength to the city”
(13.79.6, trans. Oldfather 1950).3 Livy also uses the term in this general way: “[t]he
Roman commander constructed works, including a munimentum extending from the
Macedonian to the Toronaic gulf, in the quarter called Clitae, in order to cut off the
highway. On the other side is a narrow strait (euripus); there Eumenes was attacking” (Ab
Urbe Condita, 44.11.4, trans. Schlesinger 1961).

E u rip i

in Public and Private Gardens
Eventually the term euripus came to refer to what L. Richardson defines as “an

artificial watercourse, especially one used as a feature in a garden. It is distinguished from
a piscina4 by having running water, usually fed by a fountain” (1992: 146). Cicero is the
first extant source to use the term euripus when referring to these decorative water canals,
which have been found primarily in Roman villa gardens (although they do exist in public
spaces as well). In the text Atticus declares,
[i]n truth, now I am come to this delicious retreat, I cannot see too much of
it. Would you believe, that the pleasure I find here makes me almost
despise the magnificent villas, the marble pavements, and the sculptured
palaces? Who would not smile at the artificial canals which our great folks
call their Niles and Euripi, after he had seen these beautiful streams?
(DeLegibus 2.2, trans. Keyes 1977).5
By Cicero’s time then, wealthy villa owners had named their ductus aquarum (literally
conductors of water), after the natural ancient water channels from which they drew
3 See also: (Greek) Xenophon, H e lle n ic a 1.6.23; Strabo, G eo g ra p h ic a 1.1.17,13.2.2,17.1.25; Plutarch,
L ucullus 9.4.3; Pausanias, G ra e c ia e D e sc rip tio 3.14.8, 8.30.2; (Latin) Livy, A b U rb e C o n d ita 44.11.5;
Vitruvius, D e A rch itec tu ra 7.5.2; Pliny the Elder, N a tu ra lis H isto ria 1.3, 5.63, 6.99, 8.96,9.50, 9.51, 9.170,
35.116, 36.123; Petronius, S a ty ric a 36.3.3; Quintillian, In stitu tio O ra to rio 8.6.49; Seneca the Younger,
E p istu la M o ra le s 55.6, 83.5, 90.15). This list, like the one above in n. 35, is not exhaustive.
4 A basin for water. Often used as reservoirs, swimming pools, or fish ponds (Richardson 1992: 441).
5 For further discussion o f this passage see, Dyck 2004: 249-250.
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inspiration. Cicero is not the only ancient source to refer to an artificial canal used as
decoration by this name. Ovid {Ex Ponto, 1.8.37-38) also uses the term when describing
the multiple euripi that adorned the Campus Martius.6 One of these euripi, the Euripus
Virginis, is referenced by Frontinus (DeAquis Urbis Romae 2.84.3).
The earliest examples of the artificial water channels first discussed by Cicero as
euripi come from Persian gardens and were probably meant to evoke famous natural
water channels in antiquity, including the Nile in Egypt, the Canopus canal in Alexandria
and the Euripus in Greece (Farrar 1998: 73). How this type of water feature came to be
known to the Romans is unclear. Bowe (2004: 3) suggests that it was Alexander the
Great’s army that brought back the knowledge of this kind of decoration after visiting the
Persian palace complex at Pasargadae and other sites which contained these water canals
as a garden decoration. However, no manmade euripi have been found in Greece (Bowe
2004: 3) and so no direct line of transmission can be drawn from the Persians, through the
Greeks, to the Romans.
The traditional euripus seems to have been long and rectangular, like the
examples from the House of Lorieus Tiburtinus in Pompeii and all four euripi from
Hadrian’s Villa. However, there is some variation; one or more semi-circular recesses are
sometimes seen, as at the House of Julia Felix in Pompeii and the Schola Traiani in
Ostia.7 Concrete was the favoured building material for water basins, which were usually

6“N ow the green-sward o f the Campus that looks towards the lovely gardens, the pools, the canals {eu rip i),
and the water o f the Virgo” (Ovid E x P o n to 1.8.37-38, trans. Wheeler 1959).
7 For a full description and categorization o f Roman decorative pools, including the traditional rectangular
eu ripu s see Farrar 1998: 71-84.
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coated with opus signinum8 to make them watertight (Bowe 2002: 30; Farrar 1998: 69).
Stone, tiles, or rough-brick work and mortar are also known from basins found at Eccles
and Bancroft in Britain (Farrar 1998: 69-70).9 Decoration of the euripi seems to have
varied; some preserved examples from Pompeii were coated in waterproof plaster and
then painted or tiled blue, while others, including the La Malena Villa in Spain, and a
number of examples from North Africa, were covered in decorative mosaics either
abstract in design or marine-themed (Bowe 2004:30; Farrar 1998: 69).
From the extant examples, mainly from Italy (and especially Pompeii), it appears
water could be provided to euripi from rooftop holding tanks filled with rainwater or from
city aqueducts, once they were introduced (Bowe 2004: 28; Farrar 1998: 66). For
example, at the House of Julia Felix, water was collected in a vaulted cistern attached to
the house then carried by a small lead pipe to the euripus (Higginbotham 1997: 14).
Water could also be provided by the sea or other natural water sources (e.g., springs,
streams and rivers). Country villas (such as Cicero’s villa at Arpinum) were especially
dependent on these natural water sources to provide water for their gardens (Bowe 2004:
28).10
Most often the euripi were fed by fountains at one end, and the water would then
travel down the narrow canal. Once the water reached the end of the channel, it could be
diverted to a drainage channel and then into a cistern, or was allowed to flow onto plant

8 O pus sig n in u m is “broken pottery.. .beaten to powder, and tempered with lime” (Pliny, N a tu ra l H isto ry,
35.46).
9 Brick and mortar seem to be the material o f choice when the basin was lined with marble (Farrar 1998:
70).
10 Since the level o f these natural water sources were lower than the features that they fed, it is probable thaï
the villa owners had to employ either a pump (for a full description o f the only known pump from Roman
times see Hopwood 2009:18-19), or manual slave labour to keep their eu rip i and other water features
flowing.
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beds, as is the case at the House of Julia Felix in Pompeii, where overflow was drained
with the use of three clay pipes (Higginbotham 1997: 15). This type of water recycling is
also seen at Thuburbo Maius in Tunisia, where a dry climate made this type of water
reuse necessary (Farrar 1998: 67). The size of the euripi naturally varied depending on
space; the well-preserved example from the garden of the house of Loreius Tiburtinus in
Pompeii was approximately 50 m in length, while the euripus dedicated by Agrippa in
Rome is estimated to have been about 800 m long, 3.35 m wide and 1.70 m deep (Clarke
1991: 194; Farrar 1998: 74).
Euripi have been found in private Roman villa gardens as well as public gardens
and courtyards not only in Rome, but across the empire.11 The villas at Silin and Zliten in
North Africa both possess euripus garden features, and Hadrian’s Villa at Tivoli boasts at
least four. The largest is the so-called Canopus canal located in a semi-artificial valley,
which was meant to evoke the Nile Delta (Farrar 1998: 53). At 119 m long, 18 m wide
and 1.60 m deep (Jashemski et al„ 1992: 580), the channel is more reminiscent of a pool
than the traditional euripi. The Lyceum at Hadrian’s Villa, with its irregularly shaped
garden, also featured an euripus. Quite narrow and shallow (especially when compared to
the Canopus), this euripus is unusual in that it had octagonal features at each end (Farrar

1998: 53). Another euripus from Hadrian’s Villa is in the Piazza d’Oro, a peristyle garden

enclosed by a double portico (Jashemski et al., 1992: 585). Down the centre ran a shallow
euripus (approximately 46 m long by 7.50 m wide and 0.70 m deep), which was at one1

11 This list is not exhaustive, but focuses on the best and most well known examples o f eu rip u s water
features.
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point faced with white marble12 and bordered by planting beds (Jashemski et al., 1992:
585). This euripus was provided with water by a subterranean canal that collected water
from the great nymphaeum at the back of the principal hall of the southern pavilion, and
from the four smaller nymphaea at its comers (Jashemski et al., 1992: 591). The last
euripus was in the so-called Stadium garden, a peristyle area evidently used for imperial
banquets. Here a very shallow euripus was flanked by two flower beds (Ricotti 1987:
179). Euripi were also found at villas in Eccles and Darenth, Roman Britain,13 and
Martial (Epigrammata, 12.31.2) writes that his villa in Spain had one, while Seneca the
Younger (Epistulae Morales, 55.6) mentions that an euripus ran through a grove of plane
trees on a certain Vattia’s estate, which drew its water from the sea and Lake Acheron.
Perhaps the best example of an euripus in a private villa garden comes from the
House of Marcus Loreius Tiburtinus14 at Pompeii (II.ii.5), which dates to the final period
of Pompeii (Clarke 1991: 200; Price 1935: 151).15 An extensive property, it includes a
large garden to the rear, which contains two euripi: one on each of the two terraces. The
first, 1.0 m wide, 20 m long and 1.40 m deep (von Stackelberg 2009: 104), located on the
upper terrace and oriented east-west, had a small white room (possibly a diaeta - an
auxiliary room)16 decorated as a shrine at its west end, while to the east was a summer
biclinium (dining area with two couches) that contained a niche between the two couches

12 Traces o f the marble still exist (Jashemski e t al. 1992: 585).
13 Both measured in the 25 m by 4.50 m range (Farrar 1998: 73).
14 The house is also known as the House o f Octavius Quantio.
15 The presence o f fourth style wall paintings in the house indicates that the house was thoroughly
remodelled after the earthquake o f 62 CE. It was at this time that the water canals were added (Clarke 1991:
194).
16 The O x fo rd L a tin D ic tio n a r y defines diaeta as: ‘a room (in a house); ‘an auxiliary building’. According to
some o f our ancient sources, the room was sometimes used for dining. Cf. Pliny E pistu la,
2.17; Suetonius C lau diu s, 10.
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lined with pebbles and seashells to suggest a grotto setting (see Figures 27 and 28; Ricotti
1987: 171). This grotto may have contained an outlet that spouted water into the
rectangular pool below (and from there into the euripus), which served as a water table,
“an elegant dining feature where dishes floated on water to the guests” (von Stackelberg
2009: 104). Leading over the euripus were two footbridges, a feature which is repeated in
other examples of euripi (Ricotti 1987: 171). The second euripus is on the lower terrace
which runs north-south. Measuring over 50 m in length, this euripus extended the entire
length of the lower garden to the postern gate (Clarke 1991: 23-24,194; Price 1935: 152).
Water from the east-west euripus was channelled into the north-south euripus
through a nymphaeum set under a small tetrastyle temple at the north end using lead
piping (Bowe 2004: 30; Clarke 1991: 200; Price: 152; Ricotti 1987: 171). This
nymphaeum featured a statue fountain of a cupid holding a comic mask, and from this
fountain the water cascaded down marble steps into the euripus (von Stackelberg 2009:
106). This lower euripus was actually divided into four sections by three structures. The
first was a vine-covered pergola over a square pool in
which stood a fountain, a “water jet that welled from an elevation at the centre of a
truncated pyramid to flow down four stairways (each of four steps), one on each side of
the pyramid” (von Stackelberg 2009: 106). Around the inner walls of the pool were
twelve statue bases which would have held fountains, statues, or ums. The second
structure was a pavilion covering another fish pool, while the third was a pergola with a178

17 A foot bridge was placed over the east-west eu rip u s to allow people to cross to the pavilion which
contains the n ym ph aeu m and temple, marking the north end o f the second eu rip u s (Clarke 1991: 24).
18 Water is carried from one section to the next through a small round hole in the ends o f each section,
unlike at Nysa where the channels seem to have been continuous.
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fountain (Clarke 1991: 200; Stackelberg 2009: 106). A very similar example19 comes
from the House of Julia Felix, also in Pompeii, where numerous foot bridges traversed the
canal (Farrar 1998: 74).20 This eitripus is particularly noteworthy because of its building
materials; the interior was lined with stone and mortar, similar to the construction of the
channels at Nysa.
Interestingly, many euripi (and ‘type B’ ornamental pools, see n. 53) were placed
in gardens parallel to the portico. Examples include the previously discussed garden from
Pompeii, as well as Vaison-la-Romaine in Vienne, and Ptolemais in Libya (Farrar 1998:
75). The channels at Nysa share this characteristic; however, due the channels’ significant
distance away from the portico it is unlikely that they were intended to catch rainwater,
which has been suggested as a possible function for some euripi in private villa gardens
(Farrar 1998: 75).
In the public sphere, gardens and public parks in Rome seem to have been a
popular area for the placement of euripi. Literary references suggest that public gardens
in the Campus Martius had euripi; Pliny writes that Agrippa supplied water to many in
this area via the Aqua Virgo (Pliny the Elder Naturalis Historia, 36.121.5-122.1; Farrar
1998: 74), which he built in 19 BCE (Frontinus, DeAquis Urbis Romae 1.10; Cassius
Dio, Historia Romana 54.11.7). These claims are supported by the recent archaeological
inquiries in the area of the Campus Martius that revealed a vast channel measuring about

19 Unlike the previous examples discussed, the edges o f this eu rip u s had semi-circular recesses, which
Farrar 1998, designates as ‘type B ’ in her categorization o f ornamental pools in Roman villa gardens.
Traditional rectangular e u rip i are categorized as ‘type A ’. For a full list see Farrar 1998: 71-84.
20 Both the e u rip i from the House o f Julia Felix and from the House o f Tiburtinus are thought to have held
fish, but still featured flowing water (von Stackelberg 2009: 40). This cannot have been the case at Nysa
where fish would have constantly had to swim against the current created by the southward slope o f the
channel.
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800 m long and 3.35m wide with a curved bottom, reaching a maximum depth of 1.70
m (Farrar 1998: 74).

Like the euripus from the House of Julia Felix in Pompeii, bridges

were placed over the canal (Farrar 1998: 74).2
1223 Agrippa, it seems, was responsible for a
number of euripi in Rome. Ovid (Ex Ponto, 1.8.37-38) recounts the beauty of the
euripus24 found in the garden complex attached to Agrippa’s large thermae, which he
willed to the public (Farrar 1998: 180). Outside of Rome, a long and narrow channel was
found in the so-called Schola Traiani at Ostia. Quite shallow in appearance, the edges of
the channel had semi-circular recesses (Anderson Jr., 1982: 105) like the euripus at the
House of Julia Felix in Pompeii.

E u rip i

in Public Courtyards
Public courtyards in Rome may have also housed euripi, although the case is

unfortunately not as clear cut as one would like. Preserved fragments of the Marble Plan
of Rome, created during the reign of Septimius Severus (Darwall-Smith 1996: 55), show
three complexes with long, narrow outlines dominating their courtyards. Although

21 Katherine T. von Stackelberg suggests that the channel was only 0.92 cm wide (2009: 40).
22 This channel is the E u ripu s V irigis dedicated by Agrippa which emptied into the Tiber near the Pons
Agrippae (Lloyd 1979: 194; Richardson 1992: 147). Richardson (1992: 147) writes that the only known use
o f Agrippa’s eu ripu s was swimming. To support this he adduces the evidence o f Seneca (E p istu la , 83.5)
who speaks o f people diving into the eu rip u s on the Kalends o f Janurary. He then goes on to argue that this
eu ripu s should therefore be seen as a long swimming pool, akin to the n a ta tio n es in the Palaestra o f
Herculaenum, and that this e u rip u s then would have been part o f the large sports complex along the Tiber
northwest o f the Pons Agrippae. This is an interesting idea: swimming may well have been a use for
Agrippa’s eu rip u s, but with only Seneca’s reference presented as evidence, this conclusion is far from
secure. Moreover, Ovid’s (E x P o n to 1.8.37-28) comments on the beauty o f the euripi, would suggest that
this eu rip u s, along with the others found in the Campus Martius were meant, at least in part, as scenery.
23 These bridges were placed where streets met the canal to allow travellers to traverse it. Farrar suggests
that the placements o f foot bridges over the canals in private villa gardens may have intentionally recalled
this famous example in Rome (1998: 74).
24 This channel was also fed by the Aqua Virgo aqueduct, and like the one in the Campus Martius, was
monumental in size (Bowe 2004: 30; Farrar 1998: 180).
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scholarship is divided on what these lines are meant to represent, it is possible that they
signify euripi.
The Templum Pads was a large monumental complex located east of the Forum
Augustum (Stamper 2005: 156) on the site thought to have originally housed the
Macellum (a market; Norena 2003: 25). This Republican market, built in 179 BCE by M.
Fulvius Nobilior, was probably destroyed in the Neronian fire of 64 CE, (Darwall-Smith
1996: 55). The Temple of Peace, begun by Vespasian in 71 CE (Josephus De Bello
Judaico, 7.158), and inaugurated in 75 CE (Cassius Dio, His toria Romana 65.15.1;
Norena 2003: 25), was built to commemorate the victory of Vespasian and his son Titus
over the Jews in Palestine as well as to associate his reign with peace (Stamper 2005:
156). It was not until the nineteenth century CE that excavators were able to pinpoint the
exact location of the complex. Unfortunately, it was soon concealed by Mussolini under
the Via dei Fori Imperiali, and today it lies below the intersection of that street and the
Via Cavour leaving few fragments visible or accessible for examination (Darwall-Smith
1996: 56-57). The excavations performed before its burial added little information about
its appearance or design. Recent excavations (1996-2007) on both sides of the Via dei
Fori Imperiali have uncovered some parts of the Temple of Peace including the west
comer of the temple structure and part of a brick-faced wall (Claridge et al., 2010: 67,
171; Packer 1997: 316, n. 52). However, these discoveries have so far not revealed any
new information about the lines in the temple courtyard and the complex is primarily
known to archaeologists from the ‘Marble Plan’ of Rome (Darwall-Smith 1996: 55).25

25 For more information o f the excavations in the Forum/Temple o f Peace see Claridge e t a l., 2010: 171
174.
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Fragments 15a-c and 16a of the Marble Plan show the complex as it appeared in the early
third century CE after its restoration (Darwall-Smith 1996: 57).
The plan shows the complex as composed of two sections: a large open courtyard
(134 m by 137 m), and a row of rectangular rooms along the southeastern side of the
square (Norena 2003: 26). The courtyard was framed with colonnades on three sides and
semi-attached columns on the fourth, the side it shared with the Forum Transitorium
(Darwall-Smith 1996: 57). The courtyard, like some gymnasia palaestrae, was unpaved
and contained an altar and six curious lines of connected rectangles (Darwall-Smith 1996:
57). Four rectangles make up each of the six chains, with the ones on each end shorter in
length than those in the middle, yet all rectangles have the same width (Lloyd 1982: 91).
Estimates based on Carettoni’s calculations for the scale of the Marble Plan suggest that
the rectangles were 5.0 m in width, and 12 m in length for the end rectangles and 20 m for
those in the middle (Lloyd 1982: 91; Pollard 2009: 318). The connecting sections are
estimated to measure approximately 1.0 m in width and 2.0 m in length making the total
length of each chain 70 m (Lloyd 1982: 91-92).26
Although most sources agree that the size of the rectangles makes it unlikely that
they represent building walls, there is still no consensus as to what the chains depict (see
Anderson Jr., 1982; Darwall-Smith 1996; Lloyd 1982, Norena 2003; Pollard 2009; and
Stamper 2005). Many now believe that they represent extensive flower beds. Their large
size (not to mention their unusual shape) indicates they were probably not hedges (Lloyd
1982: 92), nor were they likely shade trees, which are regularly marked on the Marble

26 Pollard suggests that the total length would have been over 80 m, suggesting that she believes the
connecting sections to have been longer than 2.0 m as Lloyd argues.
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Plan with round drill holes (Lloyd 1982: 92). Pollard goes so far as to say that “recent
excavations have reportedly uncovered the structural remains of some of these flower
beds” (2009: 318, n. 25). However, she then immediately notes that there has been no
extensive excavation report published to date, nor does she give any explanation for why
these structural remains were determined to belong to flower beds. She adds later on in
the same footnote that a drainage pipe was found during excavation that she says supports
the flower bed hypothesis, but again fails to explain why this conclusion is justified
(Pollard 2009: 318, n. 25 ). Moreover, in his book The Architecture o f Roman Temples:
The Republic to the Middle Empire, Stamper suggests that water from a platform of
drains found along the northwest side of the courtyard fed the flower beds (2005: 158).
However, like Pollard, he does not explain why the existence of these drains supports the
plant bed hypothesis and why they could not as easily support another hypothesis put
forward by Filippo Coarelli, namely that these chains were euripi (specifically ‘bacini
collegati a fontane’ - ‘basins related to fountains’ (1999: 68). In his article on the
Templum Pads in the Lexicon Topographicum Urbis Romae, Coarelli discusses the
excavations at the westernmost part of one of what he calls the “elongated elements”
(1999: 68). These excavations uncovered a ditch and two large bases of pink granite,
which Coarelli thought warranted a different interpretation than the usual planted flower
bed explanation. He even goes so far as to cite a possible parallel, the Piazza d'Oro at
Hadrian’s Villa at Tivoli (Coarelli 1999: 68). Moreover, Lloyd himself (1982: 93) admits
that there are not many known examples of this type of garden associated with public
architecture. The actual evidence, he says, “of gardens connected with public architecture27

27 He also puts forward the possibility that the chains were planters for trees (Stamper 2005: 158).
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seems limited to trees and vines” (Lloyd 1982: 93, n. 19). Private villas also seemed to
avoid such enormous ‘broad-bed’ designs, although a few large suburban villas may have
occasionally employed these types of gardens (Lloyd 1982: 93).
There are two other complexes on the Marble Plan which have similarly rendered
designs or rows in their courtyards. The first is the Temple of the Deified Claudius which
was begun by Agrippina, but rebuilt by Vespasian after being almost completely
destroyed by Nero (Suetonius, Vespasian 9; Richardson 1992: 87); it faced the Palatine
Hill (Richardson 1992: 87). The courtyard in which the temple was situated is depicted on
the Marble Plan with long, narrow lines framing the temple (Lloyd 1982: 94). These lines
turn at 90 degree angles at the rear of the temple where they are four rows deep. There the
rows are interrupted by a narrow open space running north-south. On the other side of this
path the rows continue again, but this time are seven deep. Each row has been calculated
at approximately 1.0 m in width (Lloyd 1982: 94). Like the rows in the Templum Pads,
the actual structure represented by these lines is debated and ultimately
unknown. However, it would seem that most agree that they are not built as substructures,
but as surface features. Lloyd argues that flower beds this narrow would have required an
“extensive and impractical amount of fencing”, believing them instead to be rows of
hedges with walkways 3.0 m wide between them (1982: 95), an idea used in many drawn
reconstructions of the building. Neither Lloyd nor any other scholar consulted considered
the possibility that these rows were part of a courtyard water feature similar to, but much
more elaborate than, those found in the Templum Pads courtyard. Both buildings can be
associated with Vespasian, and so it seems possible that he used similar decoration in
buildings that he commissioned or restored. It must be admitted that if these rows indicate
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a water feature it would have been complex and extensive, and as with the Templum
Pads, without more widespread excavation it is at this time impossible to decide with any
certainty what these rows are meant to represent. However, it is clear from their inclusion
on the plan and dominant position in the courtyard that they were intentional and integral
to the design of the complex (Pollard 2009: 318-391).
The third complex on the Marble Plan that has similar rows in the courtyard was
the Adonaea or Garden of Adonis, known only from the Marble Plan (Lloyd 1982: 95).
Suggestions have been made that the complex may lie at the east comer of the Palatine
near the modem day Church of St. Sebastiano (Richardson 1992: 1). The complex of the
Adonaea as shown on the Marble Plan fragments “is difficult to read[;] the main block
consists] of a long, narrow central (?) rectangle surrounded by a single series of small
units with the curvilinear side toward the rectangle and a straight back. They are in turn
succeeded by parallel rows of straight lines with serifed ends, two banks of four each
divided by a central aisle on either side of the rectangle” (Richardson 1992: 1). According
to Lloyd (1982: 98), there can be no doubt that the rectangle in the centre of the garden is
an euripus, although he is perplexed by the curious features surrounding it. The pattern
they create is common in Roman architecture, and he finds parallels with the euripus at
the House of Julia Felix in Pompeii and the pool of the House of Meleager (Lloyd 1982:
98, n. 75), and suggestions have been made that they represent ornamental niches for
fountains at the edge of the euripus (Lloyd 1982: 98). If this is indeed an euripus, it
provides a solid example of this type of water feature in a public courtyard, and suggests
that the existence of euripi in the Templum Pads and the Temple of the Deified Claudius
complexes is entirely possible.
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When comparing the channels at Nysa with the public and private euripi
previously discussed, it immediately becomes clear that there are some differences. While
comparable in length to many of the comparator euripi discussed above, the channels at
Nysa are somewhat narrower and shallower than is normally apparent elsewhere.
Moreover, their mode of construction (boulder and chink) is also not typical for euripi,
although at least one other example does exist from the House of Julia Felix. Many of the
euripi considered were divided into basins with connections between them to keep the
water flowing, while the channels at Nysa appear to be continuous features that employ a
slope to keep the water flowing. Despite these differences, the euripi shared a number of
important features with the channels at Nysa: both conducted flowing water down their
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narrow canals and were fed by a fountain at one end. Moreover, the euripi previously
considered as well as the channels at Nysa all occupied a dominant position within the
complex in which they were situated, be it a garden, courtyard, or palaestra. It therefore
seems reasonable that the term euripus could also be applied to the channels at Nysa, and
thus it seems likely their fimction(s) were similar to or influenced by those of traditional
euripi found in public and private spaces across the empire.
This argument raises the question: what exactly was the function(s) of euripi?
The most obvious answer is decoration; their dominant position in both public and private
gardens (and courtyards) indicates their importance to the design. Meant to evoke the
greatest natural water channels, those in private villa gardens were probably intended to
impress visitors, suggesting glamour and Hellenistic elegance (von Stackelberg 2009: 40)28

28 While the presence o f fountains has not been confirmed at Nysa, the pipes converging on the northern
ends o f both channels indicate that a fountain once fed the channels.
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Indeed, the euripi at the House of Marcus Loreius Tiburtinus were enhanced by a variety
of Egyptian and mythical statues. The villa owner seems to have wanted to recreate a
foreign and exotic landscape in his own backyard, which would display his wealth and
status. Having the means to supply continual flowing water would have been impressive
enough in itself, since residents had to pay for access to the municipal water supply (von
Stackelberg 2009: 40).
Besides its use for decoration, Farrar (1998: 70) suggests these euripi also had a
more practical function. She argues that “in very hot weather the cooling and refreshing
effect of the water would have been particularly beneficial, for the moisture would help to
humidify the otherwise dry atmosphere” (Farrar 1998: 70). Pools were often included in
Egyptian gardens to cool the air, and it is likely the euripi in private gardens and public
spaces could have served the same functions (Hopwood 2009: 8).

E u rip i

in Roman Circuses
Later, during the Imperial period (circa the late second century CE), the term

euripus came to label another type of water feature similar to those found in private and
public spaces (especially gardens), but instead located in the Roman circus arena.
Originally, in this space the term euripus was applied to the canal “ten feet in depth and
width” (Dionysius Halicarnassus, Antiquitates Romanae 3.68.2, trans. Cary 1953), dug by
Julius Caesar in 46 BCE around the perimeter of the Circus Maximus arena to protect the29

29 Various Egyptianizing statues have been found in the peristyle garden o f this villa, as has a painting o f
‘Loreius Tibers’ dressed as a priest o f Isis, which may suggest that the garden was meant to evoke the Nile
(von Stackelberg 2009: 105).
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spectators from raging animals (Cary 1953: 242; Richardson 1992: 147). However,
following the filling of this channel by Nero (Pliny the Elder, Naturalis Historia 8.21;
Suetonius, Nero 11.1; Tacitus, Annales 15.32) and the introduction of water into the
central barrier of the arena,3031 the term euripus shifted its meaning to this new type of
decorative barrier. Tertullian {De Spectaculis 8.5) is the first to use euripus to name the
central barrier in the circus;32 his reference along with the coinage issued under Trajan
showing the barrier of the Circus Maximus as one continuously walled unit suggests that
it had been converted into a water feature at or soon after the time of Trajan (Humphrey
1986: 202).
Originally these barriers were merely a collection of monuments arranged in a
horizontal line down the centre of the arena,33 which divided it into two tracks for chariot
racing. A metal cup found in the House of Menander at Pompeii depicts what appears to
be a random selection of monuments associated with the barriers of circuses including a
statue of a god, one of a lion, the egg lap counters and turning posts. A variety of
terracotta lamps also feature barrier monuments that are not connected by any continuous

30 See also: Pliny the Elder, N a tu ra lis H is to ria 8.21; Suetonius, Ju liu s 39.2.
31 This barrier is more often referred to as the sp in a in modem scholarship. However, this was not the
typical name used in antiquity, appearing only once in the works o f Cassiodorus ( V ariae 3.51) in the sixth
century CE (Humphrey 1986: 175).
32 D e S p ec ta c u lis 8.5 “obelisci enormitas, ut Hermateles affirmât, Soli prostituta. scriptura eius unde eius et
census: de Aegypto superstitio est. frigehat daemonum concilium sine sua Matre Magna; ea itaque illic
praesidet euripo”. In English: “The huge obelisk, as Hermateles maintains, is set up for the sun; its
inscription is like its origin; the superstition is Egyptian. The concourse o f demons had been dull without
their own Great Mother; so she presides over the trench [eu rip u s]” (Glover 1984).
33 It was a common feature o f most circuses that the barrier be placed slightly diagonally and not exactly
parallel to the sides o f the arena, leaving more space for the starting line. This seems to have been done to
facilitate the even lineup o f chariots at the start and the funneling o f the chariots over the racetrack since it
was assumed that “the field would string out in the course o f the first lap, and less space would be needed”
(Junkelmann 2000: 95).
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feature.34 Likewise, glass cups from the first century BCE have been found that depict
four chariot teams separated from each other by a piece of circus architecture associated
with the barrier (e.g., turning posts, obelisks and egg lap counters; Humphrey 1986: 180,
187). And finally, many sarcophagi, mainly produced in the second and third centuries
CE that show both cupids and real chariot racers do not depict a continuous barrier
decorated with monuments, but rather depict monuments individually dispersed behind
the chariots (see the Vatican Sarcophagus, Sala della Biga 613, as well as one from the
Manz Römisch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum as examples; Humphrey 1986: 197-198).
It was not until later when the barrier was made a continuously walled feature,
that water was introduced and that it was called an euripus. The earliest literary evidence
for the circus barrier as an euripus comes from Tertullian {De Spectaculis 8.5) when he
discusses the Circus Maximus. Given that he lived circa 160-220 CE, Tertullian’s text
provides a terminus ante quern for the conversion of the barrier at the Circus Maximus
into an euripus. Coinage issued under Trajan - to commemorate his restoration of the
Circus Maximus after its destruction by fire (Richardson 1992: 85) - is the first
representation of the barrier as a continuously walled feature.35 Depicting the circus in
profile, the coins do not reveal if the barrier held water at this point. It seems entirely
possible, as Humphrey (1986: 293) has pointed out, that the basins of water were
introduced at the same time that the barrier was walled and made a continuous feature.

34 See Lamps Q920 (30-70 CE), and possibly Q1348 and Q1349 (both 175-226 CE) (Bailey 1980: 56, 172,
173).
35 It is similarly depicted as a continuous feature in the roughly contemporary Ex-Lateran relief. For a
picture see Humphrey 1986: 178.
6 Perhaps the barrier was finally walled since by this point the circus was only being used for chariot races
and was no longer serving as a facility for athletics and animal hunts as it had in the first century and
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If this is the case, the euripus was introduced into the Circus Maximus during the reign of
Trajan. This dating seems to be supported by the appearance of the euripi in circus
mosaics from Carthage, Silin and Volibilis, which are roughly contemporary with the
writings of Tertullian; Humphrey (1986: 275) dates the mosaics to circa 225 CE.
Assuming that the use of an euripus as a central barrier originated in the Circus Maximus,
as is likely (see below), the idea would have needed time to reach the provinces,
especially North Africa where the adoption of architecture from the Italian mainland was
particularly delayed and slow (Yegul 1992: 186). Circuses as defined architectural spaces
do not appear in North Africa until the second century CE (Humphrey 1986: 296).
The euripus in the Circus Maximus was presumably modelled after the euripi
found in private villa gardens like those from the House of Lorieus Tiburtinus at Pompeii
(Humphrey 1986: 293-294) or other examples from around Rome itself. Unfortunately,
the euripus of the Circus Maximus has not yet been excavated. However, others that have
been excavated (many of which probably drew from the Circus Maximus) show many
commonalities with these garden euripi. These similarities include: their mode of
construction - rubble concrete with a waterproof lining - their treatment of water - it was
a feature of some euripi from both gardens and circuses to have the euripus split up into
or made from a series of basins which were then connected to allow water to flow
between them - and their adornment with a variety of monuments, fountains and
statues.*37 The idea to convert the barrier of the Circus Maximus, around which the

previously. It wasn’t until the Flavian period (69-96 CE) that special buildings were constructed for these
events (Junkelmann 2000: 94).
37 The eu rip u s o f the Circus Maximus has not yet been excavated. However, evidence from Tertullian’s
account, coins, mosaics, gems and other excavated examples provide enough evidence to draw some
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chariots raced, into this type of water feature may have originated with the naturally
occurring physical features of the valley in which it is located. The circus was originally
built around a channelled brook, which ran down the middle of the valley, used for racing
(Richardson 1992: 84). Therefore, the second century CE artificial water channel may
recall this original natural divider of the Circus Maximus. This movement from a
naturally occurring euripus to a manmade imitation is in keeping with the changes in the
use of the term euripus as documented above. Furthermore, if this brook was the
inspiration for the euripus in the Circus Maximus, the likelihood is greater that this
euripus was the first to serve as a barrier.
The best evidence for what these euripi barriers looked like and how they
functioned can be gathered from two main sources: circus mosaics and excavated euripi.
Circus mosaics and excavation finds suggest that there were two ways an euripus could
be designed: either it formed one long continuous channel (like the channels at Nysa) or
was split into separate basins.3839The evidence for continuous euripi within circuses comes
primarily from mosaics. The clearest examples of continuous euripi are found in mosaics
from Gerona in Spain, from a coastal villa at Silin, and from numerous locations in
North Africa (Humphrey 1986: 212; 219; 240-241). In particular, the mosaic at the
Maison à la Mosaïque at Volubinis, in North Africa, shows an euripus with “low and

conclusions about the construction, treatment o f water and decoration o f the Circus Maximus eu ripu s.
These will be discussed in more depth, below.
38 The e u rip i at the circus at Saguntum, the Great Hippodrome o f Byzantine Constantinople, and the
Hippodrome at Thessaloniki all appear to have had euripi. An inscription mentions the eu rip u s from
Thessaloniki, while the barrier at Constantinople is called an eu rip u s in numerous Byzantine writers
including Malalas and Cedrenus (Vickers 1972: 30, n. 45). Not enough excavation has been done in either
case to reveal whether the e u rip i consisted o f one continuous channel or were divided into separate basins
(Giatsis 2000; Humphrey 1986: 349).
39 Found 15km west o f Lepcis Magna, the mosaic was thought to depict the circus found there. However,
the eu ripu s at the Lepcis Magna circus was split into basins, making this unlikely (Humphrey 1986: 212).
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stout walls joined at their extremities by means of short concave walls and contain[ing]
bright green water” (Vickers 1972: 31).
There is a greater amount of evidence for the other design: euripi divided into
basins. A mosaic from Carthage (early third century CE) depicts a bird’s eye view of a
circus complete with an euripus, of which only half is preserved. The euripus is shown
with continuous walls that contained the water; a line across the barrier may suggest a
break between two basins (Humphrey 1986: 209). A clearer example of an euripus being
split into separate basins comes from the mosaic found in what is thought to be the
palaestra area of the baths of the Villa Piazza Armerina, Sicily (early fourth century CE).
Here the euripus is internally divided into six basins,40 although the euripus remains one
continuous feature (see Figures 35 and 36; Humphrey 1986: 223, 276). An early third
century CE mosaic from Lyon, Gaul, depicts an euripus split into two basins (Humphrey
1986: 212),41 while the euripus in the circus mosaic housed in the Archaeological
Museum at Barcelona is divided into nine, and with that found at the Villa Piazza
Armerina, the barrier wall around these basins appears to have remained one continuous
feature (Humphrey 1986: 279; Vickers 1927: 31). Keeping the basins connected in this
way facilitated the passage of water between them, which appears to have been the case
for the partially excavated euripus at Antioch (Humphrey 1986: 452). The circus of
Maxentius (along the Via Appia and dated to the early fourth century CE) also featured a

40 If the room in which the mosaic is found is a palaestra, this is the first parallel for a water channel in a
palaestra setting, albeit in mosaic form. Interestingly this mosaic is thought to be a depiction o f the Circus
Maximus due to the similarity between the decoration presented in the mosaic and that which Tertullian (D e
S p ecta cu lis 8.1-5) records appearing at the Circus Maximus (Humphrey 1986: 232). This decoration
includes the Augustan Obelisk, the Magna Mater statue, the egg and dolphin lap counters (with dolphins
acting as statues) and a variety o f other monuments.
41 Unlike the previous example, the basins appear to be two completely separate units.
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divided euripus (with four basins), but like the structure at Antioch, the surrounding walls
were left uninterrupted and thus presented a continuous barrier to the chariots (Humphrey
1986: 284).42
A continuous barrier does not always seem to have been the case. The euripus in
the early second century CE circus at Carthage contained a series of basins which were
separated by 1.5 meter gaps, while the euripus at Lepcis Magna featured similar
divisions, which are thought to be planters (Humphrey 1986: 284).43 Besides planters, the
basins could also be divided by bridges or cross-walls, as was found with the euripi in the
circuses of Lepcis Magna, Sirmius (modem day Sremska Mitrovica in Serbia), Arles,
France and the Circus of Maxentius (Humphrey 1984: 390, 394, 610). These structures
recall the euripi at the House of Tiburtinus and the House of Julia Felix in Pompeii,
which also featured bridges. Finally the circuses at Merida in Spain, and Tyre in Lebanon
were also divided, each into two long channels (Humphrey 1986: 370,472).
The size of circus euripi varied depending on the size of the circus arena. For
example, the euripus at Carthage was 244 m long and about 6.40 m wide, in a circus
arena that measured approximately 496 m by 77-78 m. At the other end of the scale, the
euripus at Dougga, Tunisia was only 180 m long in an arena of only approximately 250 m
in length (Humphrey 1986: 303, 327,452). The actual walls of the euripi also predictably
varied in size, as did the space between them; the euripus walls in the Saguntum circus in
Spain measured 0.55 m thick, were 3.40 m apart and 1.20 m high, while the barrier walls

42 This seems to have been the norm (Humphrey 1986: 207).
43 It is therefore possible that the gaps between the basins at Carthage were also planted.
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from the Merida circus also in Spain were about 0.35 m thick, 7.90 m apart and preserved
to a height of 0.95 m (Humphrey 1986: 349, 370).
The position of all circus euripi above ground parallels the raised position of the
channels at Nysa. The garden euripi - unlike the examples from the circuses, which all
have euripi above ground - were dug into the ground, never rising much above the
surface; for example, the euripus from the House of Julia Felix in Pompeii only stood
0.15 m above the ground (Higginbotham 1997: 207). It is likely that the channels at Nysa
were raised for a number of reasons. Had they been level with the palaestra surface, not
only would physical activity soon muddy the waters and potentially clog the channel, but
it could have been dangerous for athletes who were engaged in wrestling or other physical
activity in the area. Moreover, the raised position of the channels has important
implications for the potential use of the channels at Nysa as boundary markers, a
functional usage shared by the euripi in circuses, an idea which will be further explored in
the concluding chapter.
Rubble concrete was a common mode of construction for the euripi walls, as is
seen at Merida, Caearea Maritima, Carthage and Antioch. However, blocks of stone could
also be used, as at Tyre (see Figures 37 and 38; Humphrey 1986: 299, 370, 374, 484,
452). Moreover, the interiors of these euripi were often made waterproof using opus
signinum (see n. 39), as is the case in the euripi at El Djem, Merida, Tyre and Antioch
and Saguntum (Humphrey 1986: 315, 349, 370, 374, 452). However, these channels
could also be decorated with mosaics. The euripi at Tyre, Carthage and Caesarea all
contained mosaics before they were covered over with opus signinum (Humphrey 1986:
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374, 484). At Nysa, the channels were simply plastered to make them waterproof, and
there is no indication of interior decoration along the channel.
Part of the conversion of the circus barriers to euripi seems to have involved the
alteration of the dolphins which were originally used as lap counters (Junkelmann 2000:
95) into fountains. The Lyon mosaic depicts a set of seven dolphins spouting water from
their mouths into one of the euripus basins. The same thing is seen in the mosaics from
Volubilis (Vickers 1972: 31) and from Barcelona, suggesting that the dolphin lap
counters had taken on a more decorative role by the second century CE (Humphrey 1986:
219, 264, 265). Tertullian confirms this hypothesis in his discussion of the Circus
Maximus, where the dolphins “spout in honour of Neptune” (De Spectaculis 8.3). Water
was apparently also introduced into the euripi by other fountains. Evidence has been
found for a fountain in the first basin of the euripus at the Circus of Maxentius and finds
from a number of fountains scattered around the arena suggest the presence of even more
fountains along the euripus (Humphrey 1986: 284, 286). Moreover, the Barcelona Mosaic
shows water spouting from the mouth of the lion, upon which Magna Mater (Cybele) sits
(Vickers 1972: 31). In confirmation of her position, Tertullian (De Spectaculis 8.3) writes
that Cybele “presides over” (praesidet) the euripus of the Circus Maximus.
Excavations at the circus of Maxentius at Rome, and those at Merida, Vienne and
Antioch, have revealed evidence for the drainage of the euripus basins. At the circus of
Maxentius, a drainage hole was found in the first basin. This aperture allowed the water
to exit the euripus and enter a large drain located three feet below the surface, which ran
along the south side of the euripus (Humphrey 1986: 284). At the circus at Merida
excavations revealed a drain that ran near the east metae. The water from the basins of the
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euripus was carried to this central drain in one of two ways: by a drain running west from
the north wall of the euripus, or by another running east. It is thought that water was
provided for the circus by the nearby aqueduct (Humphrey 1986: 374). At Vienne, the
excavator Bizot found traces of drains that led to the sewers dumping into the Rhone
River (Humphrey 1986: 404). The euripus at the circus at Antioch had a particularly
interesting and extensive drainage system. Drains were actually built into the foundation
of the euripus basins with parallel channels and tile floors along the sides. Beginning at
each end of the euripus, the drains at the north end ran directly towards the circus
entrance, while those at the south ran southeast, presumably to join the drain that ran
alongside the road just outside the circus (Humphrey 1986: 452).
The most common lining for the euripus walls appears to have been marble, as
depicted in the circus mosaics from the Villa Piazza Armerina and from Barcelona, and as
has been found during excavation of the circus of Maxentius and the Merida circus
(Humphrey 1986: 226, 276, 284). The marble lining provides a suitable parallel for the
channels at Nysa, which are also thought to have been decorated with marble veneer. The
circus euripi were further decorated with the same monuments and statues that originally
created a non-continuous barrier for the races (Richardson 1992: 84). Mosaics, lamps and
sarcophagi indicated that common decoration for the euripus included: pavilions; the
structure on which the ova and dolphins44 were mounted at either end; obelisk(s); a statue
of the Magna Mater seated on a lion; and statues of gods (Richardson 1992: 86).
Interestingly, the mosaics previously discussed and excavations at the circus of Maxentius

44 The eggs and dolphins were used for counting laps, and later, the dolphins, for spouting water into the
eu ripu s (Humphrey 1986: 21 9 ,2 6 4 ,2 6 5 ).
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and at Merida suggest that these decorative structures were found both projecting out of
the basins themselves and on the euripus walls (Humphrey 1986: 373). This decorative
program within the circus is reminiscent of the one associated with euripi found in private
villa gardens; for example, both the euripi at the House of Loreius Tiburtinus and the
Canopus canal at Hadrian’s Villa, Tivoli, were lined with a variety of sculpture. However,
no evidence of such a decorative program has been found in association with the channels
at Nysa. This absence may be explained by the palaestra’s use as an athletic space;
numerous statues, monuments and fountains in the middle of a gymnasium palaestra
would have not been very conducive to exercise or ball games.
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Chapter 5: CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING THE USE OF THE
WATER CHANNELS AND THEIR INCLUSION IN THE
GYMNASIUM PALAESTRA AT NYSA
First revealed through geophysical survey of the palaestra area of the bathgymnasium complex at Nysa and later explored through excavation in the 2009 and 2010
dig seasons were two water channels, 90 m in length, running on a north-south axis and
parallel to the gymnasium portico. Built using boulder and chink construction and faced
with marble, the channels featured flowing water, introduced by some sort of fountain
features, whose piping indicates that they were located to the north of each channel. A
survey of gymnasia palaestrae from across the Mediterranean revealed no direct parallels
for these channels. The closest parallel in form and placement comes from the Imperial
Palaestra in Herculaneum, where a cross-shaped pool dominates the centre of the
palaestra and a smaller, but deeper, pool is located along the north portico. However,
neither offers a direct parallel. Yegiil believes that the northern pool in Herculaneum was
been used for competitive diving and swimming exercises (1992: 57; 2010: 16). The
central pool, although seemingly not a competitive swimming or diving pool, also does
not appear to have featured flowing water like the channels at Nysa, and neither pool was
primarily fed by a fountain. However, the dominant placement of the natationes at
Herculaneum, as well as examples in other gymnasia palaestrae (like the Hume-i Tepe
Baths, Miletus, and the Legionary Baths, Isca), are a parallel for the channels at Nysa, and
the earliest examples of natationes in palaestrae may set a precedent for including water
features within a gymnasium palaestra.
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Aside from gymnasia palaestrae, euripi found in both public and private gardens
and courtyards, as well as in Roman circuses, from the second century CE onwards, offer
the best structural (and possibly functional) parallel for the channels at Nysa, although
they too are not an exact equivalent. Euripi like those from the garden of the House of
Lorieus Tibertinus, Pompeii and the four euripi at Hadrian’s Villa featured flowing water
(although the euripi were sometimes built as a connected series of basins) that was
introduced by a fountain and dominated the space in which they were located. These
garden water features, however, do not exhibit any slope as was found in the channels of
Nysa. Euripi from Roman circuses likewise featured flowing water and fountains, and
were given a dominant place within their civic space, and further paralleled the channels
at Nysa with their raised position above ground level.
It now remains to make some remarks about possible functions for the channels at
Nysa and why the patron or architect chose this specific type of water feature to adorn a
gymnasium palaestra in this way. This discussion uses the euripi previously discussed as
parallels. It is important to keep in mind that the gymnasium palaestra at Nysa probably
retained its athletic function, as seems to have been the norm in the bath-gymnasium
complexes in Asia Minor. Perhaps the most obvious practical function of these channels
relates to the actual water that flowed along them. As previously mentioned, although it is
unlikely that the channels served as actual washing facilities for the athletes as the labrum
did, it is possible that they provided cold water to the athletes for a different purpose:
namely drinking and cooling down. As Winter suggests, “water for drinking, perhaps
even more than for washing . . . [was] so essential that few complete gymnasia can have
been without [it]” (2006: 121). Early gymnasia were often located near streams for this
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very reason (Yegul 1992: 9,18), and so it does not seem impossible that artificial streams
were constructed within the palaestra itself to serve this purpose.
Another related practical function of these channels is drawn from the euripi of
public and private gardens and spaces. Farrar (1998: 70) suggests that the euripus, besides
acting as decoration, also had a more practical function. She argues that “in very hot
weather the cooling and refreshing effect of the water would have been particularly
beneficial, for the moisture would help to humidify the otherwise dry atmosphere” (Farrar
1998: 70). It follows, then, that the channels could have served a similar function to cool
the air and create a more pleasant atmosphere for exercise, and for more intellectual
pursuits.
As mentioned above in the trench report for Trenches G and O (pp. 9-14; 16-22),
the projected palaestra surface between the two channels appears to have been higher than
the surrounding area. This characteristic, along with the channels’ possible connection to
the euripus of the Roman circus, raises the possibility that the channels functioned in part
as boundary markers that section off different areas of activity. This interpretation would
also explain why there are two channels, instead of only one as is typical in the villa
gardens and the circus. I argue that it is possible that the centre section acted like a
traditional palaestra, an area for more stationary activities like wrestling, boxing or ball
games, while the surrounding area was used as a running track. At approximately 165 m
long by 70 m wide, this area would have provided more than enough room for such
activities. It is true that no parallel for this sort of special segregation within palaestrae
has been found. However, the euripus as a boundary marker is known from Roman
circuses, where it was used as the barrier around which the chariots raced (Junkelmann
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2000: 94). Moreover, like the euripi in the Roman circuses, the channels at Nysa were
raised above the ground, drawing a further parallel between the two water features and
suggesting that the channels at Nysa were actively marking out space in a similar way as
the euripus did in the circus. The exact date for the introduction of the channels into the
palaestra at Nysa is not known, only that they were part of the main use phase of the
palaestra, which was built in the second century CE. Therefore, it is entirely possible that
they could be roughly contemporary with the introduction of the euripus into the Circus
Maximus and other circuses across the empire. If so, the euripi in circuses could give
precedence for a water channel being used in an athletic and public context as a barrier or
boundary marker.
Finally I would like to discuss a possible decorative function of the channel, and
to do so, I refer back to the excavation finds before moving on to a discussion of both
types of euripi, which I think provide useful parallels since they have a great deal in
common with the water channels at Nysa. Although there was no evidence of painting or
mosaic lining the actual channels,1 a very thick flat layer of mortar on the outer surface of
the west wall of the western channel and the presence of a narrow rectangular impression
where the flat mortar surface met the foundation suggest that the exterior of the channels
was once faced with decorative marble (Beckmann forthcoming), perhaps in a fashion
similar to the euripus in the Piazza d’ Oro at Hadrian’s Villa, or in the circus featured in
the mosaics at the Villa Piazza Armerina and at Barcelona. This decoration, I argue,

1 As previously mentioned, a new layer o f stones and mortar was added to the plaster between the two walls
which created the original channel. This reuse may be responsible for the destruction o f any decoration.
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suggests that the channels were meant to be viewed and appreciated aesthetically in
addition to their more practical functions, discussed above.
The visual effect created by the channels would have been enhanced by the
feature which was located a little north of the channels and almost (but not exactly)
centred between them. Excavation revealed a roughly square foundation made from
reused stone architectural blocks with a rubble and mortar core that created some sort of
platform for the single large Ionic column (over 0.80 m in diameter), the broken pieces of
which were found lying to the north of the base structure. Built on the same level as the
channels, the column appears to have been contemporary, although most likely not
actually associated with them. For those entering the gymnasium from the southeast
side, the combination of the channels with this large column feature would have been
quite striking. The unparalleled inclusion of the channels and column structure within the
palaestra brings to mind other unique elements of the gymnasium architecture. Instead of
the expected flat architrave for the portico, the gymnasium at Nysa had an arcade (arches
supported by columns). Moreover, the use of theatre masks as decoration on the springer
of each arch is noteworthy (Beckmann 2008: 277); no parallels could be found, although
more research needs to be done to confirm its rarity.
There is still one question that needs to be addressed: why (besides the ornamental
and practical functions just discussed) was this type of water feature included in the
gymnasium palaestra at Nysa, especially when there does not appear to have been any23

2 The column structure is not centered between the channels, which it presumably would have been if it was
built as part o f the channel’s decorative program.
3 They would have entered through the entrance which was possibly accessed by the bridge that crossed the
valley near the south end o f the stadium.
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direct parallels from which to draw? Put another way, what statement (if any) was the
gymnasium’s architect or patron trying to make by including a water feature more
common in public and private gardens? If there is a deeper motive behind the inclusion
of the euripi, beyond the uses discussed above, it is possible that it alluded to the great
natural water channels of antiquity, just as the wealthy Romans in Cicero’s De Legibus
had done with their garden euripi. It is possible that the patron or architect was
attempting to evoke a water source closer to home, the Maeander River, in whose valley
the city of Nysa was located. A preserved relief from the theatre at Nysa depicts what
appears to be the personification of a river god, possibly the nearby Maeander River.
However, no other clear evidence was found connecting Nysa to the river, or indicating
that it held special significance to the city.4
Public and private garden euripi were often accompanied by flower arrangements
and statuary. Many of these Roman villa gardens actually tried to bring to mind the Greek
gymnasium, and sometimes even included athletic statuary (Newby 2005: 125).
Moreover, gentle exercise seems to have been one of the uses of villa gardens, with a
walk being part of the recommended daily regime (von Stackelberg 2009: 94). It is
possible, then, that a reverse transformation was taking place in the gymnasium palaestra
at Nysa; the inclusion of these Roman euripi were meant to evoke a garden setting, or
perhaps a more exotic landscape. Exactly why the architect or patron would want to do so
may originate with other uses of gardens.5 Besides simply exercise, dining, talking and

4 More research needs to be done. For more information on the theatre reliefs see: Kadioflu 2006.
5 These preliminary postulations are based on the assumption that the architect or patron o f the Nysa
gymnasium was familiar with Roman examples o f e u rip i and did not independently think up this type o f
water feature.
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sleeping were also common activities in gardens (von Stackelberg 2009:94). Perhaps the
architect was attempting to conjure both the otium and intellectual relaxation associated
with Roman gardens (von Stackelberg 2009:94) at the Nysa palaestra, which likely also
served some civic functions. As has been previously mentioned, the Greek occupational
period in Asia Minor meant that the palaestrae within the later bath-gymnasium
complexes kept many of the same functions as their Greek predecessors. It is also
possible that with the gymnasium, the architect was trying to establish for the city (or the
patron of the gymnasium for himself) the same status and prestige that villa owners
claimed for themselves using extensive gardens with euripi. In any case, these channels, a
dominating feature in the palaestra, traditionally left bare, certainly would have been a
focal point.
If the lines depicted on the Marble Plan within the compound of the Templum
Pads and the Temple of the Deified Claudius are in fact euripi, then they, along with the
complex of the Adonaea (where there is less doubt about the presence of an euripus),
provide precedents for the inclusion of euripi in public civic spaces.
The possibility also exists that if euripi had been introduced into circuses before
the channels at Nysa were built in the palaestra, the patron or architect was trying to make
an allusion to Roman circuses. Both were associated with sport, and so it is not
impossible that one drew inspiration from the other. Certainly there are other sportive
contexts in which the Romans made allusions to circuses and their euripi, namely villa
‘circus gardens’. John H. Humphrey, when discussing the gardens of the Roman elite,
writes,
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[b]eginning, it seems, in the very late Republic or early Empire it became
fashionable among Roman villa-owners as well as emperors to include in
their sprawling residential complexes architectural conceits modelled to a
greater or lesser degree on entertainment buildings such as hippodromes
and circuses
(1986: 568).
Pliny the Younger, in his letter to Domitius Apollinaris, describes his garden, which is
“round like a circus”, with specially cut trees and dwarf shrubs (5.6.17). Perhaps the most
interesting example of this type of imitation comes from a villa at Silin near Lepcis Magna,
which its excavator calls the “villa del Piccolo Circo” - The House of the Little Circus
(Salza Prina Ricotti 2006). Located to the far west at the highest part of the villa and beside
the villa baths was a long, narrow terrace measuring 85.21 m by 16.47 m, which contained
a continuous barrier, possibly modelled after the euripus of the circus at Lepcis Magna
(Salza Prina Ricotti 1970-71: 155). Measuring 70 m long and 5.66 m wide, the barrier
terminates with two semicircular metae, which consisted of water basins. Another basin,
measuring 3.60 m by 4.40 m, divided the barrier into two unequal sections, which the
excavator thinks were planted (Salza Prina Ricotti 1970-71: 155), making this structure
only an imitation of an actual euripus. Regardless, it provides an interesting parallel for the
channels of Nysa. If an imitation euripus was included in a circus garden used for exercise6
and located near a bathing facility, then it could also be possible that two modified
versions of the real thing would be included in a palaestra inside the bath-gymnasium
complex.

6 It is unlikely that circus gardens were actually used for chariot racing, except perhaps at the Vatican circus
(Humphrey 1986: 568).
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Conclusion
It would seem that ‘euripus ’ is a suitable term to describe the channels at Nysa.
Certainly the water which presumably flowed along them and the similarities they share
with the euripi of gardens and circuses would prove this point. However, the channels do
not find an exact parallel in either type of euripus. Their mode of construction (boulder
and chink), the slope of the channel (a feature not found in any other euripi), and the
narrowness of the channels themselves (at only 1.70 m, they are much narrower than any
example discussed), suggest that if they did draw inspiration from the euripi of gardens or
the circus, they were only an imitation of them, modified to fit within the palaestra setting
and to fulfill the specific practical and decorative functions discussed in the concluding
chapter.
As a final note, it was stated in Chapter 1 that the palaestrae of the bathgymnasium complexes in Asia Minor seem to have retained the athletic and educational
functions that were introduced and adopted during the Greek occupational period.
Although none of the rooms typically associated with Greek palaestrae have been
identified at Nysa, its layout in relation to the bath complex is similar to what is seen in
other bath complexes in Asia Minor, making it likely that Nysa’s palaestra retained an
athletic function. However, the inclusion of the channels indicates that the use of the
palaestra at Nysa extended beyond this single function. None of the Greek gymnasia
surveyed had features in their palaestrae; this trend seems to have begun in Italy. The
Nysa palaestra thus presents a unique mixture of Greek and Roman culture and
architecture, a mixture that (again like the bath-gymnasium complexes of Asia Minor)
should be seen as additive, not synthetic. This conclusion suggests that the Nysa palaestra
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was, again like the bath-gymnasium complexes themselves, a hybrid space, one which
combined the athletics and education of the Greek east with the more relaxed otium of
the Roman west.
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Appendix A: TRENCH FINDS (Pottery, Glass, Objects)
In each of the entries below, the catalogue number is followed by a description of
the find. For pottery, the ware type (fine ware, cooking ware, coarse ware or amphora)
and sherd type (rim, base, body, or lamp) are followed by the diameter, and a description
of surface slip or colour and core fabric. The Munsell numbers are listed whenever
possible. Next, is an indication of whether the sherd is micaceous or not. If micaceous it
was likely made from local soils which are high in mica. Next, inclusions are listed,
followed by any other significant comments about the sherd. For glass, the designation of
sherd type (rim, base or body) is followed by the diameter and ends with a description of
the glass patina and colour. Objects are listed with their field number followed by a
general description.
Trench G: North end of the west channel, excavated during the 2009 dig season.
Pottery
Layer 5: medium brown soil layer located directly below the topsoil, west and north of
the west wall of the channel.

NyGG5.1a&b
Fine ware rim sherd
Diameter: 22 cm
Dark red (10R 4/6) interior and exterior slip
Medium orange (5YR 6/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Few small beige inclusions
NyGG5.2
Fine ware rim sherd
Diameter: 31 cm
Dark black-brown (2.5YR 4/1) interior slip
Dark red (10R 4/6) exterior slip
Light brown (5YR 5/3) core fabric
Micaceous
Rare medium orange inclusions; frequent small to medium air pockets
NyGG5.3
Fine ware lamp sherd
Diameter: N/A
Dark red-orange (10R 4/8) interior slip
Black (2.5YR 3/1) exterior slip
Orange-brown (10R 5/8) core fabric

Micaceous
Rare small beige, brown and white inclusions
NyGG5.4
Cooking ware rim sherd
Diameter: 29 cm
Dark red-brown (2.5R 4/4) interior and exterior surfaces
Dark brown (2.5YR 4/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent medium quartz and pink inclusions
NyGG5.5
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 39 cm
Light grey-beige (7.5YR 6/4) exterior surface
Light brown-red (2.5YR 5/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Infrequent medium white inclusions; rare medium to large air pockets
Very worn surface
NyGG5.6
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 10 cm
Light brown (2.5YR 6/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent very small air pockets
Very fine grain; surface is very worn
NyGG5.7
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 38 cm
Pink-orange (2.5YR 7/8) interior and exterior surfaces
Reddish-orange (2.5YR 6/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Infrequent medium beige inclusions; some small air pockets
NyGG5.8
Coarse ware rim sherd with
Diameter: 19 cm
Beige (7.5YR 7/4) exterior surface
Medium orange (2.5YR 5/8) core fabric
Micaceous
No visible inclusions; some small air pockets
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NyGG5.9
Cooking ware rim sherd
Diameter: 33 cm
Black exterior surface below the rim with beige interior rim
Beige interior surface
Dark grey-brown (7.5YR 3/3) core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent small grey and small to large white inclusions; frequent medium air pockets
Very worn surface
NyGG5.10a&b
Coarse war rim sherd
Diameter: 42 cm
Medium orange-red (10R 5/8) core fabric
Infrequent small white inclusions; frequent small, rare large air pockets
Worn surface
NyGG5.11
Red-slip coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 38 cm
Red-brown (10R 5/8) exterior slip
Pale orange-brown (2.5YR 6/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Infrequent small mica inclusions and frequent small to medium air pockets
NyGG5.12
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 32 cm
Medium orange-brown (2.5YR 5/8) core fabric
Frequent small to medium white and mica inclusions; infrequent small air pockets
NyGG5.13
Black -slip coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 44 cm
Black slip on interior surface, fading to burgundy at rim
Dark orange-brown (2.5YR 5/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent small to large white and beige inclusions; small air pockets
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Layer 6: greyish brown soil layer located between the east and west wall of the channel.

NyGG6.1
Cooking ware rime sherd
Diameter: 18 cm
Grey-brown (2.5YR 5/4) interior and exterior surfaces
Dark grey-brown (1 OR 4/1) core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent small white inclusions
NyGG6.2
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 26 cm
Medium orange (2.5YR 5/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Some small sandy inclusions

Layer 7: grey-pink soil layer located directly below the topsoil, east of the east wall of the
channel.

NyGG7.1
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 40 cm
Pale yellow-brown (10YR 7/4) interior surface
Grey (10YR 6/2) exterior surface
Medium brown (7.5YR 6/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent small to medium white, blue and grey inclusions; air pockets

Layer 10: dark grey to brown soil layer located in the southwest comer of the trench.
Evidence of burning.

NyGGlO.l
Coarse ware (basin) base and rim sherd (entire profile)
Diameter: 33 cm
Light red (10R 6/6) core fabric; surfaces heavily encrusted
Micaceous
Frequent large pink, blue, white and brown inclusions; frequent small to large air pockets
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NyGG10.2
Red-slip coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 10 cm
Dark reddish-brown (10R 4/4) interior and exterior slip
Medium red (10R 5/6) core fabric

Layer 12: a stone and mortar surface composed of tile fragments, small stones, and white
and hydraulic mortar.

NyGG12.1
Coarse ware (basin) base sherd
Diameter: 17 cm
Brown-beige (7.5YR 8/2) interior and exterior surfaces; very heavy wear and encrustation
on both surfaces
Dark brown-red (10R 5/4) core fabric
Micaceous
Rare small white inclusions; frequent small air pockets

Layer 13: dark grey to brown soil layer located in a semi-circular pit along the west edge
of the trench baulk (north of layer 10). Evidence of burning.

NyGG13.1
Black-slip coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 38 cm
Black slip on rim and interior surface
Light red (10R 5/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent medium white and beige inclusions; frequent medium to very large air pockets
NyGG13.2
Red-slip coarse ware (decorated) rim sherd
Diameter: ?
Dark brown interior slip fading to black-brown on rim
Dark brown (2.5YR 3/6) exterior slip
Medium orange-brown (2.5YR 5/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent small to medium air pockets
NyGG13.3
Red-slip coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 46 cm
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Dark burgundy (10R 3/3) interior slip
Pale orange-brown (2.5YR 6/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Infrequent medium white inclusions; frequent small to medium air pockets
NyGG13.4a&b
Coarse ware base sherd
Diameter: ?
Pink-brown (2.5YR 7/8) core fabric; surfaces encrusted
Micaceous
Rare small white and very large white inclusions; rare very large air pockets
Very fine grain
NyGG13.5
Coarse ware (basin?) base sherd
Diameter:
Orange-brown (2.5 YR 76/6) core fabric; surfaces encrusted
Micaceous
Frequent small white inclusions and rare large white inclusions; frequent medium to large
air pockets
NyGG13.6
Coarse ware rim sherd with handle
Diameter: ?
Orange-red (2.5YR 6/8) core fabric; exterior surface encrusted
Micaceous
Rare large white inclusions; frequent medium to large air pockets
NyGG13.7
Fine ware rim sherd
Diameter: 4 cm
Dark red-brown (2.5YR 4/4) interior and exterior slip; mostly worn off
Grey-brown (5YR 5/1) core fabric
Micaceous
Rare small white inclusions
NyGG13.8
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 11 cm
Grey-orange (2.5YR 6/4) core fabric; surfaces faded
Micaceous
Rare small beige inclusions; frequent small air pockets
NyGG13.9
Coarse ware rim sherd
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Diameter: 16 cm
Light orange (10R 6/8) interior and exterior surfaces
Dark orange (10R 6/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Infrequent small white and pink inclusions; frequent medium air pockets
NyGG13.10
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 14 cm
Pink-orange (10R 6/6) interior and exterior surfaces
Medium orange (2.5YR 5/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Few or no inclusions; frequent small air pockets
NyGG13.11
Cooking ware rim sherd
Diameter: 15 cm
Dark red-brown (10R 4/4) interior and exterior surfaces; exterior surface turns orange
then beige at the rim
Dark grey-brown (2.5YR 5/1) core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent small to large white and pink inclusions
NyGG13.12
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 17 cm
Light orange (25YR 6/8) interior and exterior surfaces
Dark orange (2.5YR 5/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Infrequent white and pink inclusions; rare medium air pockets
NyGG13.13
Coarse war rim sherd
Diameter: 19 cm
Red (10R 6/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Rare small white inclusions; frequent small air pockets
NyGG13.14
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter:
Dark reddish-brown (2.5YR 3/4) interior slip
Red (2.5YR 5/8) exterior and rim slip
Light yellow-brown (5YR 7/6) core fabric
Micaceous
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Infrequent medium white inclusions; frequent small to large air pockets.

Glass
Layer 7: grey-pink soil layer located directly below the topsoil, east of the east wall of
the channel.

NyGG7.3
19 pieces of window-pane glass, 4 of which were saved and drawn
Size: 1.4 x 1.4 cm, 2.6 x 4 cm, 4.9 x 5.8 cm, 4 x 7.2 cm
Bluish-purple glass with a dark purple patina

Layer 13: dark grey to brown soil layer located in a semi-circular pit along the west edge
of the trench baulk (north of layer 10). Evidence of burning.

NyGG13.4
Glass base of small perfume bottle
Diameter: N/A
No description of glass
NyGG13.5
Glass rim sherd
Diameter: 4 cm
No description of glass
NyGG13.6
Glass base sherd
Diameter: 7 cm
No description of glass
NyGG13.7
Glass base sherd
Diameter: 6 cm
No description of glass
NyGG13.8
Class rim sherd
Diameter: 5 cm
No description of glass
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NyGG13.9
Glass handle
Diameter: N/A
No description of glass
Trench H: South end of the west channel, excavated during the 2010 dig season.
Pottery
Layer 3: dark reddish brown soil layer, with tile and mortar mixed in (especially south of
locus 2 and in the southwest comer to the trench.

NyGH3.1
Fine ware rim sherd
Diameter: 6 cm
Light red (10R 6/8) slip
Light red (2.5YR 6/8) core fabric
Non-micaceous
No inclusions
Very fine grain
NyGH3.2
Fine wear rim sherd
Diameter: 23 cm
Slip (?)
Red (2.5YR 5/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent medium-sized white and grey inclusions; frequent small air pockets
NyGH3.3
Fine wear body sherd - saved but not drawn
NyGH3.4
Fine wear lamp sherd
Diameter: N/A
Slip worn off
Very pale brown (10R 7/4) core fabric
Very micaceous
Infrequent small black inclusions
NyGH3.5
Coarse ware rim sherd (possibly pipe)
Diameter: 12 cm
Yellowish red (5YR 5/6) core fabric
Very micaceous
Very frequent large black, grey and white inclusions
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NyGH3.6
Coarse ware rim sherd (possibly pipe)
Diameter: 11 cm
Reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6) core fabric
Micaceous (?)
Frequent medium-sized black, grey and yellow inclusions
NyGH3.7
Coarse ware rim sherd (possibly pipe)
Diameter: 11 cm
Yellowish red (5YR 5/6) core fabric
Very micaceous
Frequent medium-sized black, grey and white inclusions; frequent medium air pockets
NyGH3.8
Coarse ware rim sherd (possibly pipe)
Diameter: 11 cm
Reddish grey (2.5YR 5/1) interior surface
Yellowish red (5YR 5/8) core fabric
Very micaceous
Very frequent medium-sized grey and white inclusions, and frequent air pockets

Layer 9: light reddish brown soil layer with few inclusions. Covers the entire trench.

NyGH9.1
Black-slip fine wear rim sherd
Diameter: c. 6 cm
Worn black slip
Reddish yellow (5YR 6/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Occasional small air pockets
Breaks are worn
NyGH9.2
Coarse ware rim sherd (possibly pipe)
Diameter: 12 cm
Yellowish red (5YR 5/6) core fabric
Very micaceous
Very frequent large black, grey, brown and white inclusions
Breaks are worn
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Objects
Layer 3: dark reddish brown soil layer, with tile and mortar mixed in (especially south of
locus 2 and in the southwest comer to the trench.
NyGH3.24
Field Number: 2
Rusted nail

Trench O: North end of the east channel, excavated during the 2010 dig season.
Pottery
Layer 1: topsoil
NyGOl.23
Thin-walled fine ware rim sherd
Diameter: 10 cm
Worn matte Dark reddish-grey (2.5YR 3/1) exterior slip, with incised wave pattern
decoration
Red (10R 5/6) unslipped interior surface
Red (2.5YR 4/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Few very small white and beige inclusions; frequent small air pockets
NyGOl.24
Thin-walled fine ware rim sherd
Diameter: 10 cm
Reddish-brown (5YR 5/4) exterior surface, with incised wave pattern decoration
Red (10R 5/6) unslipped interior surface
Red (2.5YR 4/8) core fabric
micaceous
rare small white inclusions; frequent small to medium-sized air pockets
* likely comes from same pots as NyGOl .23, but do not share a break
NyGOl.25
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 8 cm
Grey (Gley 1 S/N) exterior surface; very worn
Red (1 OR 5.8) core fabric
Few very small white inclusion; few small air pockets
NyGOl.26

Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 28 cm
Reddish grey (2.5YR 5/1) exterior core fabric and surface
Red (2.5YR 5/6) interior care fabric and surface
Red (2.5YR 4/8) inner core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent small white, black and beige inclusions; frequent large while inclusions
NyGOl.27
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 26 cm
Yellowish-red (5YR 5/6) core fabric, slightly more grey towards the center
Red (2.5YR 5/6) very worn slip (?)
Red (2.5YR 5/6) interior care fabric and surface
Micaceous
Rare small air pockets
NyGOl.28
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 9 cm
Red (2.5YR 5/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Rare large air pockets
NyGOl.29
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 9 cm
Red (2.5YR 5/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Rare small white inclusion
NyGO1.30
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 14 cm
Red (2.5YR 5.6) exterior slip (?); very worn
Red (2.5YR 4/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Rare small air pockets
NyGOl.31
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 52 cm
Light red (10R 6/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent small air pockets
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NyGOl.32
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 26 cm
Light brown (7.5YR 6/4) core fabric
Slightly micaceous
Few small white inclusions and air pockets
NyGOl.33
Coarse ware rim sherd; badly worn
Diameter: 33 cm
Reddish brown (5YR 6/6) exterior surface; grey encrustation
Red (2.5YR 4/8) core fabric
Very micaceous
Frequent small white and grey inclusions with few larger inclusions of the same colours
NyGOl.34
Coarse ware rim sherd; badly worn
Diameter: 20 cm
Red (2.5YR 5/6) exterior surface; black encrustations
Yellowish-red (5YR 5/6) and dark grey (5YR 4/1) core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent medium-sized white and grey inclusions; frequent small to medium-sized air
pockets
NyGOl.35
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 12 cm
Light brown (7.5YR 6/4) exterior surface
Red (2.5YR 5/8) and dark grey (5YR 4/1) core fabric
Very micaceous
Frequent small to large white and grey inclusions; few small air pockets
NyGOl.36
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 8 cm
Light brown (2.5YR 5/6) core fabric
Slightly micaceous
Very frequent small to large black inclusions; frequent small air pockets
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Layer 5: medium brown, rubble filled soil layer, covering entire trench.

NyG05.1
cooking ware rim sherd
Diameter: 26 cm
Dark greenish grey (Gley 14/1) outer surface above handle
Weak red (10R 4/4) interior core fabric
Red (10R 4/8) exterior core fabric
Highly micaceous
Rare large white, frequent small black and white inclusions; frequent small air pockets
NyG05.2
Fine ware rim sherd
Diameter: 9 cm
Yellowish-red (5YR 5/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Very fine grain; very rare small air pockets
NyG05.3
Fine ware rim sherd; local imitation of Form 99(A): 510-540 (Hayes 1972)
Diameter: 24 cm
Red (1 OR 4/6) slip
Dark greenish grey (Gley 14/1) inner core fabric
Yellowish-red (5YR 5/6) interior and exterior core fabric
Micaceous
Small clack inclusions and rare small air pockets
NyG05.4
Fine ware rim sherd
Diameter: 30 cm
Matte red (2.5 YR 4/6) interior slip (also slightly preserved on the exterior surface under
the rim)
Red (2.5YR 5/8) core fabric
Very micaceous
Frequent black inclusions; rare small air pockets
NyG05.5
Fine ware rim sherd
Diameter: 15 cm
Dark grey (5YR 4/1) slip
Bluish-grey (Gley 2 5/1) inner core fabric
Light red (2.5YR 6/8) interior and exterior core fabric
Micaceous
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Large white inclusions and some relatively frequent small white inclusions; small air
pockets
NyG05.6
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 38 cm
Reddish-brown (2.5YR 4/4) slip; only tiny bits remain on the exterior of the rim
Red (2.5YR 5/6) core fabric
Very micaceous
Rare large yellow and small grey inclusions; frequent small to medium-sized air pockets
NyG05.7
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 16 cm
Yellowish-red (5YR 5/6) exterior surface
Weak red (10R 5/2) inner core fabric
Red (2.5 YR 4/6) interior and exterior core fabric
Very micaceous
Frequent white inclusions; medium-sized air pockets
NyG05.8
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: over 40 cm
Light reddish-brown (5YR 6/4) exterior surface
Red (10R 4/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Small white and black inclusions; frequent large air pockets
NyG05.9
Coarse ware base sherd (basin?)
Diameter: 32 cm
Reddish-yellow (5YR 6/6) exterior surface
Yellowish-red (5YR 5/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent small black inclusions; small to large air pockets
NyGO5.10
Fine ware (decorated) rim sherd
Diameter: 16 cm
Matte red (10R 4/8) interior and exterior slip
Red (2.5YR 4/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Rare large white quartz inclusions; frequent small air pockets
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NyG05.11
Fine ware rim sherd; local imitation of PRS Form 3, mid-sixth century (Hayes 1972)
Diameter: 27 cm
Matte dark reddish-brown (2.5YR 3/4) slip on upper section of exterior rim and matte red
(2.5YR 4/8) slip on the rest of the rim and exterior surface
Weak-red (10R 4/4) interior slip
Yellowish-red (5YR 5/6) core fabric
Highly micaceous
Little to no inclusions; rare small air pockets
NyG05.12
Cooking ware rim sherd
Diameter: 9 cm
Reddish-brown (5YR 5/4) exterior surface
Red (10R 5/8) interior surface
Red (2.5YR 4/8) interior core fabric
Reddish-brown (2.5YR 4/3) exterior core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent small quartz, blue, grey and beige inclusions; frequent small air pockets
NyG05.13a&b
Coarse ware rim sherd (jug?)
Diameter: 5.5 cm
Light red (2.5YR 6/6) interior and exterior surfaces
Red (2.5YR 5/8) core fabric
Rare white inclusions; frequent small air pockets
NyG05.14
Coarse ware rim sherd; badly worn
Diameter: 28 cm
Red (2.5YR 4/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Rare small air pockets
NyG05.15
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 14 cm
Yellowish-red (5YR 5/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Rare large air pockets
NyG05.16
Coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 9 cm
Light red (10R 6/6) exterior surface
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Red (2.5YR 4/6) core fabric
Highly micaceous
Small white and grey inclusions; frequent small air pockets
NyG05.17
Black-slip coarse ware rim sherd
Diameter: 7 cm
Very spotty remains of a reddish-grey (2.5YR 5/1) slip
Light red (2.5YR 7/8) exterior surface
Red (2.5YR 5/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Large white and black inclusions; frequent very small air pockets and fewer medium
sized air pockets
NyG05.18
Red-slip coarse ware base sherd
Diameter: 12 cm
Patchy remains of a red (10R 5/6) exterior slip
Pink (7.5YR 8/4) exterior surface
Red (2.5YR 5/8) core fabric
Micaceous
Rare medium and large; frequent air pockets
NyG05.19
Coarse ware base sherd
Diameter: 18 cm
Pink (5YR 7/3) exterior surface with numerous dark grey (5YR 4/1) specks covering the
interior surface
Red (2.5YR 5/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Small black inclusions; frequent air pockets
NyGO5.20
Amphora toe
Diameter: N/A
Ink (7.5YR 8/4) exterior surface with brown (7.5YR 4/2) patches on all surfaces
Reddish-yellow (5YR 6/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Frequent small to medium-sized air pockets
NyG05.21
Amphora base
Diameter: N/A
Pink (7.5YR 7/4) exterior surface with grey (7.5YR 5/1) patches
Pinkish-grey (7.5YR 6/2) interior surface
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Light-red (2.5YR 7/6) core fabric
Micaceous
Small black inclusions; small and large air pockets
NyG05.22
Cooking ware rim sherd
Diameter: 16 cm
Red (10YR 4/8) core fabric; burnt on top of the rim
Micaceous
Frequent medium to large white and orange inclusions; frequent medium-sized air
pockets

Glass
Layer 1: topsoil
NyGOl.25
Glass base sherd
Diameter: between 4 and 5 cm
Clear green tinted glass with silver-grey patina on the bottom surface
*may be from the same vessel as NyGOl .27
NyGOl.26
Glass rim sherd
Diameter: 13 cm
Clear green tinted glass with brown-grey patina on the exterior surface
NyGOl.27
Glass rim sherd
Diameter: 11 cm
Clear green glass with silver-grey patina

Layer 5: medium brown, rubble filled soil layer
NyGO5.30
Glass base sherd
Diameter: ca. 4.5 cm
Clear light green tinted glass with a pearly white patina
NyG05.31
Glass vial base sherd
Diameter: 1.5 cm
Clear light green glass with a dark silver-brown iridescent patina

NyG05.32
Glass rim sherd
Diameter: 10 cm
Dark green glass with a dark grey-brown patina
NyG05.33
Glass base sherd
Diameter: 5 cm
Clear light turquois glass with a silver-brown iridescent patina
Objects
Layer 1: topsoil
NyGOl.29
Field Number: 1
Top half of a broken rusted nail

Layer 5: medium brown, rubble filled soil layer, covering entire trench.
NyGO5.30
Field Number: 2
Curved metal object with hooked ends; highly rusted
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Appendix B: CATALOGUE

The gymnasia, palaestra and bath complexes surveyed are organized in the
catalogue by their find place: Asia Minor, Greece, Italy, Rome, Roman Britain,
Gaul/Germany, Spain, and North Africa. Within these geographical divisions the
gymnasia/palaestrae/baths are organized with those having features in the palaestra
(ordered from earliest to latest) appearing first, followed by those palaestrae which are
empty (again ordered earliest to latest), finishing with the gymnasia for which dates could
not be found.

Asia Minor
Gyimnasium/Bath
Naine, Site and
Cal alogue #
1 Baths of
Virgilis
Capito,
Miletus

2

Hume-i Tepe
Baths, Miletus

3

Nysa

4

The Upper
Gymnasium,
Priene

Date

Size

Description of
Palaestra Feature(s)

Dated by
inscription to the
reign of Claudius
(Yegtil 1992: 254;
2010: 158).

Approx. 28 m x
28 m (Yegtil
2010: 159)

The east side of the
palaestra, opposite the
entrance is shaped into
a wide semicircular
exedra filled with an
outdoor pool (approx.
33 m long and 10 m
wide at its widest
part).

Narrow rectangular
natatio (approx. 12 m
x 2 m) in the center of
the palaestra (Yegtil
1992: 257).
Second century CE Approx. 165 m x Two linear water
70 m (Beckmann features, 90 m in
(Beckmann 2009:
length, running on N-S
268)
2009: 267)
axis; sunken water
cistern located
approximately in the
center of the palaestra
area.
Mid-to-late first
century CE (Yegtil
1986: 151)

Approx. 16 m x
12 m (Yegiil
1992: 257)

A Roman sanctuary
appears to one side on
the palaestra; a later
basin/pool appears in
the center of the
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5

The Lower
Gymnasium,
Priene

Late Hellenistic
(Yegul 1992: 12).

6

Hellenistic
Gymnasium,
Miletus

7

West Baths,
Upper
Gymnasium,
Pergamon

8

Harbour
Gymnasium
(Porticoes of
Verlanus),
Ephesus

9

The BathGymnasium,
AlexandriaTroas

Early second
century BCE
(Yegul 2010:159);
47-52 CE (Friesen
1993: 125).
The West Baths
date to the mid
first century BCE,
while the palaestra
is Hadrianic
(Ward-Perkins
1982: 296)
The palaestra itself
probably dates to
the Flavian period;
the bath complex
no earlier than the
first half of the
second century CE
(Yegul 2010:160).
Second century;
usually attributed
to the younger
Herodes Atticus,
procurator of the
province of Asia,
ca. 135 CE (Yegul
2010: 167).
Mid-second
century (WardPerkins 1981: 295)
Mid-second
century CE (Ward-

10 The Baths of
Faustina,
Miletus
11 Vedius
Gymnasium,

34.35 m x35.ll
m (Delorme
1960, plate XXX
fig. 49); 2965 m2
(Winter 2006:
121)
19.82 mx35.04
m (Delorme
1960, plate
XVIII fig. 34)
Approx. 74 m x
35 m (Gardiner
2002: 79; Yegul
1992:288).

240 m x 200 m
(Yegul
2010:160)

palaestra as well as
what appears to be a
semi-circular exedra
foundation (Delorme
1960, plate XXVII fig.
46).
Appears empty on the
plan (Delorme 1960
plate XXX fig. 49).

Palaestra appears
empty on plan
(Delorme 1960, plate
XVIII fig. 34; Yegul
2010: 159).
Palaestra appears
empty on plan
(Gardiner 2002: 79).

Palaestra and peristyle
court both appear
empty on plan
(Friesen 1993: 120;
Ward-Perkins 1981:
292).

Plan is only
hypothetical; the
position of the
palaestra is still
unclear (Yegul 1986:
325; 1992: 282).

62 m x64 m
(Yegul 1986:
148; 1992: 291)
Approx. 50 m x
36 m (Yegul

Palaestra appears
empty on plan (Yegul
2010: 170).
Appears empty on the
plan (Friesen 1993:
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Ephesus
12 BathGymnasium
Complex,
Sardis

Perkins 1981:
292).
Mid-second
century to early
seventh century
CE (Yegul 1986:
9); begun under
Trajan or Hadrian,
but with major
renovations under
the Severans
(Yegul 2010:161).

13 BathGymnasium,
Hierapolis

Mid-second
century CE (Yegul
1992:273)

14 BathGymnasium,
Aphrodisia

The large
courtyard is dated
to 14-28 CE
(Ward-Perkins
1981: 296), which
is earlier than the
mid-second
century bath
complex (Yegul
1992:273)
Mid-second
century CE (Yegul
1992: 279)

15 Gymnasium
Baths,
Magnesia on
the Maeander
16 East
Gymnasium,
Ephesus

17 Theatre Baths,
Ephesus

2010:162)
64.60 m x 64.60
m (Yegul 1986:
148)

52.37 m x 24.09
m; not exactly
clear on the plan
what constitutes
the palaestra
(Yegul 1992:
277)
The open air
courtyard is
massive: approx.
212 m x 68 m
(Ward-Perkins
1981:296)

Mid-to-late second
century CE (Yegul
2010: 167)

Structure
unexcavated
(Yegul 1992:
279)
Approx. 32 m x
32 m (Yegul
1992: 280)

Mid-to-late second
century CE (Yegul
1986: 148)

Approx. 70 m x
30 m (Yegiil
1992:281)

136; Ward-Perkins
1981:292).
Palaestra was
completely paved with
limestone or marble
slabs arranged in eastwest rows. In the
center is an east-west
section of paving
(‘road’) raised ca.
0.10-0.15 m. above the
level of the paving of
the rest of the
Palaestra, 5.50 m.
wide (Yegul 1986:
26).
Palaestra appears
empty on the plan
(Yegul 1992: 273).

The open air courtyard
(may not be a
palaestra) appears
empty on plan (Yegul
1992: 276).

Structure unexcavated
(Yegul 1992: 279).

Palaestra appears
empty on plan
(Friesen 1993: 136;
Ward-Perkins 1981:
292).
Palaestra appears
empty on plan
(Friesen 1993: 136;
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18 BathGymnasium,
Aizanoi
19 Baths MK1,
Oenoanda

20 Caracallan
BathGymnasium
Complex,
Ankara
21 Large Baths
(EObB),
Anemurium,
Cilicia
22 Baths III-2B,
Anemurium,
Cilicia
24 ‘Caserma’
(Legionary
Fortress)
Baths,
Magnesia on
the Meander
25 BathGymnasium,
Aezane
26 South Gate
Baths, Perge

Second century CE
(Friesen 1993:
126, n. 48)
The palaestra
architrave has a
dedicatory
inscription to
Septimius Severus,
dating it to his
reign (193-211).
The bath complex
however is thought
to be earlier and an
inscription on
suggests a date of
the late second
century CE (Yegtil
1992: 299).
Reign of Caracalla
(209-217) (WardPerkins 1981:
280).
Mosaic paving of
palaestra suggests
a date of the mid
third century CE
(Yegtil 2010: 177).
Mid-third century
CE (Yegul 1992:
304).

Approx. 40 m x
23.5 m (Yegul
1992:298)

Yegtil 1992: 281).
Palaestra appears
empty on plan
(Friesen 1993: 126).
Palaestra appears
empty on plan (Yegtil
1992: 298).

c. 95 m x 95 m
(Yegul 1992:
279)

Only a portion of the
bath block has been
excavated (Yegtil
1992: 279).

Approx. 36 m x
25 m (WardPerkins 1981:
304)

Palaestra paved with
mosaics (WardPerkins 1981: 304;
Yegtil 2010: 177).

Approx. 36.5 m
x 25.0 m (Yegul
1992: 305)
Palaestra
unexcavated
(Yegul 1992:
278)

Palaestra is paved with
mosaic (Yegtil 1992:
304).
Palaestra unexcavated
(Yegtil 1992: 278).

74 m x 74 m
(Yegul 1992:
454, n. 24)
Approx. 29 m x
25 m (Yegtil
1992: 296)

Palaestra appears
empty on plan (Yegtil
1992: 285).
Palaestra appears
empty on plan and in a
picture taken of the
area (Yegtil 1992:
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296).

Greece
Name and Site

Date

Size

27 The Lower
Palaestra,
Eretria

Phase 1: period
after the Persian
wars
Phase 2: ca. 400
BCE
Phase 3:
Rebuilding after
the sack of Eretria
in 198 BCE
(Winter 2006:
122).
Fourth Century
BCE (Gardiner
2002: 75; Yegül
2010: 42).
Third century BCE
(Friesen 1993:
130; Yegül 1992:
9).

Phase 1: 24 m
x28.5 m
Phase 2:?
Phase 3: 23.35
m2
(Winter 2006:
122)

28 Delphi

29 Olympia

30 Palaestra of the Mid-second
century BCE
Lake, Delos
(Yegül 1992: 23).

31 The Upper
Gymnasium,
Eretria

32 Hellenistic
Gymnasium,
Samos

Late classical
period; destroyed
by the Romans
during their sack
of Eretria in
198BCE. (Winter
2006: 125).
Hellenistic period.

10.5 mxll .Om;
(Delorme 1960,
plate 1 fig. 1)
Approx. 38 m
x38 m (Delorme
1960, plate XII
fig. 21; Yegül
1992:13)
Palaestra not
exactly
rectangular.
Approx. 14.30 m
xl7.75 m
(Delorme 1960,
plate XXI fig.
38)
Approx. 19 m
xl9 m (Yegül
1992: 18)

Approx. 50 m x
50 m (Yegül
1992:11)

Description of
Palaestra Feature(s)
No mention of any
interior features
(Winter 2006: 122).

Palaestra appears
empty on plan
(Delorme 1960, pplate
1 fig- !)•____________
Palaestra appears
empty on plan
(Delorme 1960, plate
XII fig. 21; Friesen
1993: 133; Yegul
1992: 13).
Extensive building
within the palaestra,
including what
appears to be two
wells (Delorme 1960,
plate XXI fig. 38).

Palaestra appears
empty on plan
(Richardson 1896;
Yegul 1992: 18).

Palaestra appears
empty on plan (Yegul
1992: 11).
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33 BathGymnasium
Complex,
Salamis,
Cyprus
34 BathGymnasium
Complex,
Samos
35 Gymnasium of
the Ephebes,
Thera
36 Gymnasium of
the Ptolimaic
Garrison,
Thera

Rebuilt under
Trajan and
Hadrian, replacing
the Augustan
gymnasium (Yegiil
1992: 308).
Built over an
earlier second
century
gymnasium CE
(Yegul 1992: 309)

Approx. 50 m x
37 m (Yegiil
1992:309)

Unidentified square
structure (altar or
temple?) in the center
of the palaestra (Yegiil
1992: 309).

Approx. 63.5 m
wide. Length
undetermined
(Yegiil 1992:
310)
Approx. 20 m x
30 m (Delorme
1960, plate IX
fig. 16)
Approx. 15.0 m
x 15.10 m
(Delorme 1960,
plate VII fig. 13)

Full palaestra not
shown on plan (Yegul
1992:310).

37 Gymnasium,
Epidaurus

30.5 m x 31.5 m
(Delorme 1960,
plate X fig. 19)

38 Gymnasium,
Stymfalia/Styl
mphalia

Approx. 15.45 m
x 17.60 m
(Delorme 1960,
plate XXXV fig.
59)
Approx. 24.0 m
x 31.5 m
(Delorme 1960,
plate XX fig. 37)
31.75 m x 31.80
m (Delorme
1960 plate XIX
fig. 36)

39 Granite
Palaestra,
Delos
40 Gymnasium,
Delos

41

Gymnasium,
Assos

31.25 m x 39.98
m (Delorme
1960, plate
XXIII fig. 41)

Palaestra appears
empty on plan
(Delorme 1960, plate
IX fig. 16).
Architectural remains
within the palaestra (a
series of walls and
three structures (L, M,
N) yet to be identified
(Delorme 1960).
Palaestra appear to be
empty on plan
(Delorme 1960, plate
X fig. 19).
Palaestra appears
empty on the plan
(Delorme 1960,
XXXV fig. 59).
Walled structure
within the palaestra
(Delorme 1960, plate
XX fig. 37).
Palaestra empty on
plan, save for a little
bit of pacing along the
north portico
(Delorme 1960, plate
XIX fig. 36Yegul
1992: 17).
Extensive building
within the palaestra,
mainly the nave of a
Byzantine church
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(Delorme 1960, plate
XXIII fig. 41).

Italy
Name and Site

Date

Size

42 Stabian Baths,
Pompeii

Late second
century BCE - c.
80 BCE (Yegul
2010: 52).

Palaestra not
rectangular;
32 m x 14 m
x 32 m x 20
m (Yegiil
1992: 61)

43 Samnite
Palaestra,
Pompeii

Pre-Roman
(Yegul 1992: 55).

Approx. 20 m
x 9m (Yegul
1992: 56)

44 Republican
Baths, Velleia

Late first century
BCE (Yegul 2010:
62).

45 Central Baths,
Pompeii

Mid-first century
CE - still not
finished by the
destruction of the
city (Yegul 2010:
58),

46 Imperial
Palaestra,
Herculaneum

Approx. 36 m
x 25 m x 29
m x 34 m
(Fagan 2002:
fig. 17)
Approx. 80 m
x 52 m
(Yegul 1992:
58, 59)

Description of Palaestra
Feature(s)
During the renovations in
the second century BCE
to the Stabian Baths, a
rectangular open air
swimming pool was
added to the west wing
around 80BCE (Yegiil
1992:61).
Has a sole marble labrum
placed against one of the
north columns of the
north side of the
palaestra’s peristyle
(Yegul 1992: 55).
Had a small, colonnaded
palaestra, with a cold
plunge pool in the centre
(Yegul 2010: 62). The
ffigidarium was arranged
as a ipalaestra-natatio
combination (Yegiil
1992: 74).
Pit dug for a natatio
(approx. 23 m x 8 m)
along the eastern portico
(Fagan 2002: fig. 17).

The center of the
palaestra was filled with a
very large cross shaped
pool (the longer arm is 50
m in length, while the
cross line measures 30
m), and along the north
portico was a deeper
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rectangular pool (Yegul
1992: 57; 2010: 16).
47 Great Palaestra
Pompeii

Augustan (WardPerkins 1981:
158).

c. 100 m x
128 m (Yegul
1992:55)

48 Republican
Baths, Pompeii

c. 100-80 BCE
(Yegul 2010: 55).

49 Forum Baths,
Pompeii

c. 80 BCE (Yegul
2010: 55).

50 The Suburban
Baths, Pompeii

Early first century
CE (Yegul 2010:
57).

51

Domitianic Period
(Yegul 2010: 70).

Not
completely
rectangular
and has two
rooms
protruding in
from the
north-west
side; approx.
21.5 m x 9.0
m (Yegul
1992: 60).
Not
completely
rectangular:
approx. 11.5
m x 14.0 m x
13.0 m x 14.0
m (Yegul
1992: 65)
Palaestra not
rectangular;
unclear
exactly where
it begins and
ends.
Approx. 16 m
x 14 m
(Yegul 2010:
62; 1992: 70)

Baths of the
Swimmers,
Ostia

52 Small Baths,
Hadrian’s
Villa, Tivoli

Hadrianic (177
138 CE).

Approx. 29 m
x 11 m
(Yegul 2010:

The Great Palaestra at
Pompeii is believed to
have once had a centrally
located swimming pool
bordered by a row of
plane trees (Ward-Perkins
1981: 158; Yegul 1992:
157).
Palaestra appears empty
on plan (Fagan 2002: fig.
13; Yegul 1992: 60).

Palaestra appears empty
on plan (Delorme 1960;
Fagan 2002: fig. 6).

Palaestra appears empty
of plan (Fagan 2002:
fig-15).

Palaestra appears empty
on plan (Yegul 2010: 69);
a double storied cistern
occupies a part of the
palaestra.
Palaestra (east court)
appears to be empty on
the plan; Yegul calls it
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72).
53 Large Baths,
Hadrian's
Villa, Tivoli

Hadrianic (117
138 CE).

54 Neptune Baths,
Ostia

Hadrianic (117
138 CE) (WardPerkins 1981:
150).

55 Forum Baths,
Ostia

Antonine period
(Ward-Perkins
1981: 150; Yegül
2010: 69).

Approx. 30 m
x 15 m
(Yegul 2010:
71)
Approx. 50 m
x 25 m, with
rooms
protruding in
along the
eastern edge
of the
palaestra
(WardPerkins 1981:
150; Yegul
1992: 70)
Palaestra not
rectangular

Not exactly
rectangular,
but approx.
34.5 m x 28.0
m (Yegiil
1992: 83)

56 Maritime
Baths, Ostia

featureless (Yegiil 2010:
72).
Palaestra appears empty
on plan (Yegiil 2010: 71).

Unidentified square
structure in the south east
comer of the palaestra
(Ward-Perkins 1981:
150).

In the south-west part of
the palaestra are two
small temples (WardPerkins 1981: 150).
Palaestrae appears empty
on plan, except for what
appears to be some sort
of structure/room
projecting into the
palaestra from the south
(Yegul 1992: 83).

Rome
Name and Site

Date

57 Thermae of
Agrippa

Agrippan period;
25 BCE (Yegul
2010: 104).
Neronian period;
dedicated in 62 CE
(Yegiil 1992: 137).

58 Thermae of
Nero

59 Thermae of
Titus

Reign of Titus;
dedicated with the
Coliseum in 80 CE

Description of Palaestra
Feature(s)
Two palaestrae, both
appear empty on the plan
(Friesen 1993: 127).
34 m x 32 m
Two palaestrae, both
appear empty on plan
(Yegül 1992:
(Friesen 1993: 128;
138)
Yegül 1992: 140).
Each palaestra Two palaestrae, both
appear empty on plan
is 15.10 m2
(Friesen 1993: 130;
(Yegül 1992:
Size

Ill

(Yegul 1992: 139).
60 Thermae of
Trajan

Trajanic period;
opened to the
public in 109 CE
(Yegul 2010: 108).

61

Thermae of
Caracalla

Caracallan period;
c. 200 - 220 CE
(Yegul 2010: 110).

62 Thermae of
Diocletian

Diocletian period;
c. 298-306 CE
(Yegul 2010: 110).

63 Balineum
Ampelidi
(frag. 47 on
Marble Plan of
Rome)
64 Balneum
Caesaris (frag.
43 on Marble
Plan of Rome)
65 Balneum
Cotidini (frag.
48 on Marble
Plan of Rome)
66 Bal Surae
(frag. 6821 on
Marble Plan of
Rome)
67 Fragment 33
from the
Marble Plan of
Rome

Roman Britain

142)

Ward-Perkins 1981: 72;
Yegul 1992: 141).
Each palaestra Two palaestrae, both of
which appear empty on
is approx. 37
m x 20 m
the plan (Yegiil 2010:
108).
(Yegul 1992:
143)
Each palaestra Two palaestra, both of
which appear empty on
is approx. 50
the plan (Ward-Perkins
m x 20 m
1981: 131; Yegul 2010:
(Yegul 2010:

HD

HD-

Each palaestra
is approx. 58
m x 24 m
(Yegul 1992:
165)

Two palaestrae, both of
which appear empty on
the plan, but no largescale excavations have
been done to the structure
(Yegul 1992: 165. 168).
Marble plan fragments
do not fully show the
palaestra area.

Marble plan fragments
do not fully show the
palaestra area.
Marble plan fragments
do not fully show the
palaestra area.
Marble plan fragments
do not fully show the
palaestra area.
Palaestra shown to be
empty (Yegiil 2010: 69).
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Name and Site

Date

Size

68 Legionary
Baths, Isca
(Caerleon)

Late first century
CE (Yegül 2010:
62).

Approx. 40 m
x 60 m (Yegül
2010: 62)

Name and Site

Date

Size

69 Bath Bathing
at Glanum
(Saint-Remyde-Provence),
Gaul

Phase 1: c. 40 BCE
(Yegül 2010: 59)
Phase 2: second
half of first century
CE (Ward-Perkins
1981:234).

70 Barbara
Thermae,
Trier,
Germany

Mid-second
century CE (WardPerkins 1981: 446),

71 North Baths,
Cemenelum,
Gaul

Severan; mid-third
century CE (Yegül
2010: 60).

72 East Baths,
Cemenelum,
Gaul

Severan; mid-third
century CE (Yegül
2010: 60).

73 West Baths,
Cemenelum,
Gaul

Severan; mid-third
century CE (Yegül
2010: 60).

Description of
Palaestra Feature(s)
Long rectangular natatio
(ca. 40.0 m x 7.5 m)
within the palaestra
(Yegül 2010: 63).

Gaul/Germanv
Description of
Palaestra Feature(s)
Phase 1:
Palaestrae of both
approx. 9.5 m x phases appear empty on
plan (Ward-Perkins
6 m (Ward1981:234).
Perkins 1981:
234; Yegiil
1992: 72)
Phase 2:
approx. 41 m x
17 m (WardPerkins 1981:
234)
Palaestrae is
What appears to be a
rectangular natatio
not perfectly
(approx. 58 m x 20 m)
rectangular;
approx. 113 m is located at one side of
x 72 m x 113 m the palaestrae in a
x 77 m (Yegiil similar fashion to what
is seen in palaestra of
1992: 193)
the Capito Baths at
Miletus (Yegül 1992:
193).
Approx. 13.0
Large natatio (ca. 10.0
m x 10.5m
m x 6.5 m) taking up
most of the palaestra
(Yegiil 2010:
area (Yegül 1992: 73).
7)3
Natatio in a north-west
Extent of
nook of the palaestra
palaestra not
clearly defined (Yegül 1992: 73).
(Yegiil 2010:
73)
Rectangular natatio
Extent of
palaestra not
appears to be actually
clearly defined within the palaestra
(Yegiil 2010:
(Yegül 2010: 60).
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74 Legionary
Baths at
Vindonissa,
Germany
North
Baths,
75
Lugdunum
Convenarum
(SaintBertrand-deComminges),
Gaul
76 Imperial Baths,
Trier,
Germany

Mid-first century
CE (Yegtil 2010:
62)

73)
Approx. 18 m
x 11 m (Yegiil
1992: 76)

Palaestra appears
empty on plan (Yegiil
1992: 76).

Late first century
CE, with Antonine
renovations (Yegiil
2010: 59)

Approx. 42 m
x 17 m (WardPerkins 1981:
235; Yegiil
1992: 72)

Palaestra appears
empty on plan (WardPerkins 1981: 235;
Yegiil 1992: 72).

Early fourth
century CE (WardPerkins 1981: 446).

Approx. 86 m
x 68 m (WardPerkins 1981:
447)

Palaestra appears
empty on plan (WardPerkins 1981: 446).

Name and Site

Date

Size

77 South Baths,
Conimbriga,
Portugal

Late Augustan,
with renovations
made in the late
Trajanic period
(Yegiil 1992: 80
81; 2010: 64).

‘Garden’
palaestra:
approx. 37 m x
19m; natatiopalaestra: 33 m
x 21 m (Yegiil
1992:81)

Description of
Palaestra Feature(s)
A ‘garden’ palaestra
intended more for
reflection than for
athletics; another
palaestra with a natatio
(approx. 16 m x 11 m)
at the back (Yegiil
2010: 64).

Name and Site

Date

Size

78 Hadrianic
Baths, Lepcis
Magna, Libya

Dedicated to
Hadrian in 127 CE
but renovated
extensively at the
end of the second
century by
Septimius Severus
(Yegiil 2010: 136).

Spain

North Africa:
Description of
Palaestra Feature(s)
Partially paved in
stone; one paved
walkway (?) running
the entire length of the
palaestra, and three
paved walkways (?)
intersecting with it and
running the width of
the palaestra. An altar
stands east end of the
palaestra (Ward-
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Perkins 1981: 385).

Approx. 23.0 m
x 13.5 m
(Yegul 1992:
238)
Two palaestrae,
each measuring
approx. 23 m x
23 m (Yegiil
2010: 139;
1992: 194)
12.5 m x 16.5
m (Yegiil 1992:
201)

Palaestra has an openair natatio (6.5 m x 3.7
m) (Yegul 1992: 237).

Both palaestrae
measure
approx. 12 m x
8 m (Yegiil
2010: 141)
The exact date of
Palaestra is
construction is
circular; 53 m
unclear; however its in diameter
ashlar work
(Yegul 1992:
221)
suggests a date in
the second half of
the second century
(Yegiil 1992: 222).
Late second century A semi-circular
CE, with
space. Radius
is approx. 16.5
renovations under
m (Yegiil 1992:
Septimius Severus
and Valerian
233)
(Yegul 1992: 232).

Both palaestrae appear
empty on the plan
(Yegul 2010: 141).

79 The Baths of
Filadelfis,
Timgad
80 Antonine
Thermae,
Carthage

143-163 CE (WardPerkins 1981: 398).

81 Large Baths at
Djemila,
western
Numidia

Dated on
epigraphical
evidence to the
reign of
Commodus, c. 183
184 CE (Yegul
1992: 201).
Dated securely by a
building inscription
to 199 CE (Yegul
2010: 140).

82 Large East
Baths,
Makhtar,
Tunisia
83 West baths,
Gigthis,
Tunisia

84 Large South
Baths, Timgad

85 Large North
Baths, Timgad

Late second-early
third century CE

Has a pair of
rectangular

Both palaestrae appear
empty on the plan
(Ward-Perkins 1981:
398; Yegul 2010: 139;
1992: 194-5).
Palaestra is paved
(Yegul 1992: 202).

Palaestra appears
empty on plan (Yegul
1992: 221).

A semicircular space
attached to the north
end of the precinct was
once identified as a
palaestra, but it now
thought to be a great
exedra. Appears
empty on plan (Yegiil
1992: 233).
Palaestrae appear
empty on plan (Yegul
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86 Large Thermae
(Palais du
Legat),
Lambaesis,
Numidia

87 Large West
Thermae,
Cherchel,
Numidia
88 Summer Baths,
Thuburbo
Majus, Tunisia
[palaestra
called the
Peristyle of
Petronii]
89 Baths of
Licinius,
Dougga,
Tunisia
90 West Baths, El
Djem, Tunisia

91 Legionary
Fortress Baths,
Lambaesis

halls thought to 1992: 198).
be palaestrae;
13 m x 23 m
(Yegul 1992:
197)
Approx. 49 m x Very little remains of
27 m (Yegul
the palaestra and a
1992: 202)
semicircular latrine is
the only room that can
be definitely
associated with it
(Yegul 1992: 202).
Late second to early Approx. 98 m x Appears empty on the
third century CE
? (Yegul 1992: plan (Yegul 1992:
207).
(Yegul 1992: 205). 207)

based on
construction and
design (Ward
Perkins 1981: 397;
Yegul 1992: 196)
Late second, early
third century CE
(Yegul 1992: 205).

Early third century,
with restoration
under Constans II
(Yegul 1992: 222).

Approx. 22.5 m
x 18.5 m
(Yegul 1992:
227, 228)

Appears empty on plan
as well as in a picture
taken of the palaestra
of the area (Yegul
1992: 227, 228).

Dates to the reign
of emperor
Gallienus, c. 264
CE (Yegul 2010:
143).

16 m x 14 m
(Yegul 1992:
208)

Palaestra appears
empty on plan (Yegul
1992: 208).

Palaestra built over
multi-chambered,
barrel-vaulted cisterns,
but the palaestra itself
is empty (Yegul 1992:
220).
Approx. 22 m x Palaestra appears
23 m (Yegul
empty on plan (Yegul
1992: 216).
1992: 216)

Approx. 43.5 m
x 27.5 m
(Yegul 1992:
220)
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